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The large sieve and random walks on left cosets of
arithmetic groups
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Abstract. BuildingonKowalski’sworkon randomwalkson thegroupsSL.n;Z/andSp.2g; Z/,
we consider similar problems we try to estimate the probability with which, after k steps, the
matrix obtained has a characteristic polynomial with maximal Galois group or has no nonzero
squares among its entries) for more general classes of sets: in GL.n; A/, where A is a subring
of Q containing Z that we specify, we perform a random walk on the set of matrices with fixed
determinant D 2 A We also investigate the case where the set involved is any of the two
left cosets of the special orthogonal group SO.n; m/.Z/ with respect to the spinorial kernel

n; m/.Z/.
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Introduction and statement of the results

For G a fixed subgroup of GL.n; Q/, it is natural to wonder what the typical behavior
ofan element g 2 G chosenatrandomshould be. That kindof question is investigated
byKowalski in[KoSieve, Chapter 7]. Having in mindsuch intuitive facts as: a random
element should have, with high probability, an irreducible characteristic polynomial
or indeed, one with large splitting field) and no square among its entries, Kowalski

shows that the k-th step of a random walk lies in the set of the exceptional elements

of G i.e., the elements which do not satisfy the desired property) with probability
tending to zero exponentially fast as k grows to infinity.

In loc. cit., these results are obtained, in the case where G D SL.n;Z/ or
Sp.2g; Z/ for n > 2 and g > 2), as an application of the very general large sieve

framework exposed in the first chapters of [KoSieve].
In this paper, we answer the same type of questions i.e., we try to detect similar

properties) forsets Y beingeither left cosets SL.n; A/ ofGL.n;A/ where n > 3and

A is a subring ofQcontaining Z which we will specify) or left cosets of SO.n;m/.Z/
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for nCm > 6 andnm 6D 0 i.e., we will fix an indefinite quadratic form with signature

n; m/ when seen as defined over a nCm/-dimensional space over R) with respect
to the normal subgroup n; m/.Z/ which is to be defined later). The method used

is that of the “coset sieve” described by Kowalski in [KoSieve, Chapter 3.3] see

also [KoZeta] where that idea already appears to study properties of the numerator
of zeta functions of curves over finite fields).

Let us now define what is needed to give the precise statements for the main
results of this paper. The first kind of subgroups G of GL.n;Q/ we consider are of
the type G D GL.n; A/ where, if P denotes a possibly infinite) set of primes with
complement having positive Dirichlet density, then A is taken to be equal to the ring
ZOE1=P which is the smallest subring of Q containing Z in which every p 2 P is
invertible. The left coset to which we apply large sieve techniques in that first case is
a fixed element of GL.n; A/=SL.n; A/.

We also consider the case where G is the subgroup of integral points of a special
orthogonal group. For n C m > 6, let M; Q/ be a quadratic module over Z such
that, seen over R, the quadratic form Q is indefinite with signature n;m/. The
group of automorphisms of M preserving Q can be seen as the subgroup of integral
points denoted O.n; m/.Z/) of the algebraic group O.n; m/=Q. We will restrict
ourselves to the case where G D SO.n; m/.Z/, the subgroup of integral points of the
algebraic group SO.n;m/=Q. InSO.n; m/.Z/ lies the normal subgroup n;m/.Z/
see [HM, Section 7.2C, pp. 422–424] where that subgroup is denoted O0.M/). A

precise definition for that group will be given in Section 2 in the case where M is a

vector space over a finite field and in Section 3.1 in the general case. However, to
state our results, the important thing is that the fixed coset we consider in that case

corresponds to an element in the quotient SO.n; m/.Z/= n; m/.Z/ an abelian
quotient; see [HM, 7.2.21]).

In the sequelweemphasize the case where.M; Q/ is a freehyperbolicmodule over

Z(see [HM, p. 197]), i.e., M is aZ-module of rank 2nequipped witha quadratic form

Q with attached bilinear form denoted h) such that there exists a basis of isotropic
vectors X D x1; : : : ;x2n/ with respect to which the matrix of h is

MatXh D
0 Id
Id 0 ;

where the inner blocks are n n matrices.
Seen over R, such a quadratic form has signature n;n/ and we will restrict

ourselvestosuchquadratic forms to state Theorem 1 which is asample ofTheorem 18
in which the case of more general quadratic modules is handled).

The question of the irreducibility of the characteristic polynomial of an element
chosen “at random”, in one of the two types of groups we have just described is only
relevant if no trivial factorisation pattern is imposed by the definition of the groups.
If we only suppose that g 2 GL.n; A/, there is no a priori imposed factor for the
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characteristic polynomial Pg.T / D det.T g/, but things are different if g is an
orthogonal matrix. Indeed Pg verifies in that case the functional equation

Pg.T / D det. g/T N Pg
1

T
; 1)

where g is assumed to be a N N matrix.
Therefore it seems natural to wonder about the factorisation properties of the

reduced characteristic polynomial which is defined by

det.T g/red D
8
<̂

:̂

det.T g/=.T det.g// if Nis odd;

det.T g/=.T 2 1/ if N is even and det.g/ D 1;

det.T g/ otherwise:

Here, the matrix g will always lie in the special orthogonal group attached to Q,
so that in the case where N is even, we will always have det.T g/red D det.T g/.
Notice moreover that the degree Nred of det.T g/red is always even.

Now, with the above notation, let G be the group GL.n; A/, for n > 3 resp.

SO.n;n/.Z/, for n > 3), and Gg the normal subgroup SL.n;A/ resp. n;n/.Z/)
of G. Let S be a symmetric generating system for Gg i.e., for any s 2 S, we have

s 1
2 S). Notice here that we do not assume Gg to be finitely generated. In other

words S could well be infinite but still countable). Let ps/s2S
be a sequence of

strictly positive real numbers indexed by S satisfying
Ps2S

ps D 1 and ps D ps 1

for any s 2 S. Finally let be a fixed element of G.
Suppose a probability space .‰;†; P/ is given and let Xk/k be the left invariant)

random walk on the left coset Gg defined by

X0 D ; XkC1 D Xk kC1;

where k/k>1 is a sequence of independent uniformly distributed random variables
with values in S and law

P. k D s/ D P. k D s 1/ D ps for any s 2 S.

Our main result quantifies the speed of rarefaction of “non-typical” elements
reached by the k-th step of the random walk as k grows. In order to state it in a

unified way, the reduced polynomial det.T g/red denotes, in the first case, nothing
but the usual characteristic polynomial det.T g/; while in the second case, the ring
A denotes nothing but the ring Z. A “weak” version of our result can be stated as

follows.

Theorem 1. With notation as above, there exists a 1 > 0 such that for all k > 1 we

have
P.det.T Xk/red 2 AOET is reducible/ exp. 1k/;
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with 1 depending only on the underlying algebraic group G=Q, on the generating
set S and on the sequence ps/s i.e., on the distribution of the k). Moreover the
implied constant depends only on G and the density of P in the set of all rational
prime numbers in the case where G D GL.n; ZOE1=P /

There exists a 2 > 0 such that for all k > 1, we have

P.an entry of the matrix Xk is a square in A/ exp. 2k/;

with the same dependency for 2 as for 1 and the same dependency for the implied
constant as in the previous case.

In the above statement, the underlying algebraic group is SL.n/ in the case G D
GL.n; ZOE1=P / with n > 3) and SO.n; n/ if G D SO.n;n/.Z/ with n > 3).

Of course the second statementof Theorem 1 is only a very special case of the kind
of properties that can be investigated using large sieve techniques. In Section 3, we
give a more general statement of the above theorem in which the common points of
the properties that are likely to be successfully studied via our method appear clearly.

Acknowledgement. This paper contains the main part of the author’s PhD Thesis.
The author is grateful to his PhD adivsor E. Kowalski for generously sharing his deep
ideas on sieve methods.

1. Estimates for the large sieve constants

In this section we will often need to refer to results coming from the large sieve

techniques exposed in the appendix. So, before getting into the proof of Theorem 1,
the reader might either want to check the appendix or assume Propositions 26 and 27
which are self-contained statements) to be true and postpone the reading of the whole

appendix.
With notation as in Propositions 26 and 27, let ƒ be a set consisting of odd primes

with the additional conditionƒ\P D ; if G D GL.n;ZOE1=P / and let L be the
finite subset of ƒ consisting of the elements smaller than a given integer L > 1.

In both Propositions 26 and 27 note that it is natural to emphasize the case where
the sets ‚` are conjugacy invariant as the estimates are improved when using this
special property), the heart of the large sieve method lies in the following inequality

P ` Xk/ 62 ‚` for all ` 6 L/ 6 Xk;L/H 1; 2)

where

H DX`6L
`2ƒ

` j j‚`j/
1j‚` j.jG

g
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is the saving factor which depends only on the sieving sets ‚` and where we denote

Xk;L/ for the constant of Propositions 26 and 27 with the above choice of L
In this section though, we focus on the large sieve constant Xk; L/ for which we
give an upper bound in the case where G is one of the two groups that Theorem 1
deals with.

The possibility to obtain thesortof quantitative informationstated inTheorem1for
the random walk Xk/ defined in the introduction depends crucially on the sharpness

of the upper bound we can find for the large sieve constants involved. It isnot realistic
to hope for any useful explicit bound without any assumption on the group G we are

working with. As the sums 17) and 19) involve representations of the group G that
factor through finite groups), the fact that Lubotzky’s Property / comes into play is
not surprising. Let us first review some definitions and facts concerning that property.

1.1. Lubotzky’sProperty / We first recall the definition of the property, as stated

in [LZ, 1.4] or [Lu, p. 49].

Definition 2. Let G be a topological group and N D fNigi a family of normal finite
index subgroups of G, indexed by a set I The group G has Property / with respect
to N if there exists a finite set S and " > 0 such that for any unitary irreducible
continuous representation of G on a Hilbert space H satisfying ker. / Ni for
some i and that leaves no nonzero vector invariant, we have

max
s2S

k s/v vk > "kvk;

for all nonzero v 2 H. The pair .";S/ is called a /-constant for G and S is called
a /-set for G.

Note that Kazhdan’s Property T) is defined in the exact same way except for the
fact that need not factor through some prescribed subgroup. Thus, as is obvious
from the definition, Lubotzky’s Property is a “weak” version of Kazhdan’s. That
means of course that any group with Property T) also has Property / with respect
to any family of its finite index subgroups. However, that property is indeed strictly
weaker. For instance SL.2; Z/ does not have T) see [HV, Proposition 6, p. 34]) but
has / with respect to the family of its congruence subgroups

d/ D ker. d W SL.2;Z/ SL.2; Z=dZ// d>1:

That last fact though does not come for free, as it requires Selberg’s result on the
eigenvalues of the hyperbolic laplacian acting on L2. d/nH/ see, e.g. [Lu, 4.4]).

Remark. Auseful combinatorial interpretation forProperty / is the following: ifG
is a group and S is a subset of G, recall that the Cayley graph C.G; S/ is the oriented
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graph with vertex set equal to the set of elements in G and where x is connected to y
if there exists an s 2 S such that xs D y. If we suppose that S is symmetric, then

C.G; S/ can be considered as a non oriented graph and if S spans G, that graph is
connected. Now with these two additional assumptions, the fact that G has Property

/ with respect to a family N D fNi gi of subgroups is equivalent to the property of
expansion of the family of Cayley graphs C.G=Ni; Si//i where for each i Si is the
projection of S to the corresponding quotient. More generally a graph X D V; E/
is said to be a i-expander graph where i > 0), if for any subset A of V containing
less than one half of the elements of V the number of vertices in V n A which
are neighbors of elements of A is at least ijAj. Moreover, the expansion ration i is
explicitly related to the /-constantforG with respect toN. The notion of expander,
born in the 1970’s in order to solve problems linked to networks, has motivated lots
of mathematical researches. The beautiful constructions of such families that can be

found in [Chung], [Mo] or [LPS], rely heavily on deep mathematical tools.

If G is finitely generated which is the case in the applications developed by
Kowalski in [KoSieve, Chapter 7]) and has Property / with respect to N, it can

be shown that any generating set S can be chosen to be the /-set for G see [LZ,
Proposition 1.2] or [Lu, Theorem 4.3.2]). For the applications we have in mind,
however, we need to work with groups which are not necessarily finitely generated
this is obviously the case for SL.n;ZOE1=P / if P is infinite). The following result,

explained by M. Burger, shows that in this case, we can also choose a /-set among
the elements of a generating system for G.

Proposition 3. Let G be a group with Property / with respect to a family of finite
index subgroups N D fNigi Let S be a generating system for G, then there exists
a finite subset S0 of S which is a /-set for G.

Proof. Let F be a finite) /-set for G and i > 0 such that i;F / is a /-constant
for G. As F is finite there exists a subset S0 of S and an integer n > 1 such that

F Sn0 i.e., each element in F can be written as the product of at most n elements
of S0). Now let

W G U.H/ be a continuous unitary representation of G which
factors through Ni for some i i.e., ker Ni and without any nonzero invariant
vectors in H. If v 2 H has norm 1, then there exists f D s10 : : :sn0 2 F such that

i 6 k f /.v/ vk 6 k s
1
0 : : :sn

0/.v/ vk:

Using the fact that the representation is unitary, the right-hand side of the above
inequality can be written

n 1

X
jD0

s 1
0 : : : s jC1

0 : : :sj0 /.v/ s 1
0/v 6

n 1

X
jD0

0 :: : sjs1
0 /. sjC1

0 /.v/ v/
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6
n 1

X
jD0

sjC1
0 /.v/ v :

Combining these last two series of inequalities we deduce there exists a t0 2 S0
such that

i
n

6 k t0/.v/ vk :

Before explaining how Property / yields the kind of upper bound we need for
the large sieve constants, let us first give an infinite family of) examples of groups
having Property / with respect to a certain family of subgroups for each of these

examples). Note moreover that in the casewhere n D 2 the following lemma provides
us with infinitely many examples of groups having Property with respect to a

suitably chosen family of subgroups) without being Kazhdan groups. These groups
of course are directly involved in the proof of Theorem 1.

Lemma 4. Let P be a proper subset of the rational primes. For any n > 2 the
group SL.n; ZOE1=P / has Property / with respect to the family of its congruence
subgroups

ker d W SL.n; ZOE1=P / SL.n; ZOE1=P dZOE1=P / fd>1jp-d if p2Pg
:

Proof. Let S1 be a finite generating system for SL.n; Z/ the elementary transformations

for instance). As already mentioned, S1 is a /-set for SL.n; Z/. The natural
inclusion

SL.n;Z/ SL.n; ZOE1=P /
enables us to consider a generating set S S1 for SL.n; ZOE1=P / Let m be an
integer without prime factors in P. We consider the projection

m W SL.n;ZOE1=P / SL.n;ZOE1=P mZOE1=P / ' SL.n; Z=mZ/:

The restriction of the morphism m to SL.n; Z/ is surjective thus, since the family
of Cayley graphs C.SL.n;Z/=.ker m \ SL.n; Z//; m.S1// m

indexed by the
integers m coprime to any element in P) is an expander family see the discussion
preceding the above remark and recall that, for n > 3, the group SL.n; Z/ is a

Kazhdan group), then so is the family

C.SL.n; ZOE1=P / ker m; m.S1// m :

A fortiori the family C.SL.n; ZOE1=P / ker m; m.S// m
forms of family of

expanders. In other words the group SL.n; ZOE1=P / has Property / with respect to
the family of its congruence subgroups.
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1.2. Upper bounds for Xk; L/. Coming back to our sieve framework see the
appendix), we now state the key proposition making precise all the assumptions that

will need to be verified for the arithmetic groups we consider, in order to obtain a

sufficiently sharp bound for the large sieve constants and H of Propositions 26
and 27 this is the analogue of [KoSieve, Proposition 7.2]).

Proposition 5. We recall G is a discrete group, Gg a normal subgroup of G with
abelian quotient G=Gg and let T be a finite subset of a set of representatives ofG=Gg
in which we let vary. For a fixed symmetric generating system S of Gg we consider
the random walk Xk), defined in the introduction, on the coset Gg with 2 T
and we suppose

there exists a relation of odd length c among the elements of S:

s1 :: : sc D 1;

the steps k, for k > 1, are independent and independent of X0,

Gg has Property / with respect to a family Ni/i2I of finite index subgroups,

then there exists > 0 such that, for any finite dimensional representation

W G GL.V /;
satisfying ker jGg Ni for some i and without any nonzero Gg-invariant vector,
the inequality

jE.h Xk/eI f i/j 6 kek kf k exp. k/;
holds for all vectors e, f in V and all k > 0; h I i denoting a G-invariant inner
product on V

The constant only depends on the /-constant associated to Gg; S; Ni //, on
the distribution of the k and on the length c of a fixed relation in S.

Proof. The proof is quite similar to that of [KoSieve, Proposition 7.2]. Still, as many
technical points need to be modified we give the full detail of the arguments here.

We fix an index i 2 I and a representation

W G GL.V /;
such that the restriction

jGg
factors through Ni and has no nonzero Gg-invariant

vector. Consider

M D E. k// DX
s2S

p.s/ s/:

The linear operatorM is a well-defined element of End.V / since the series
definingM convergesabsolutely because is a unitary representationand

Ps p.s/ D 1).
From M we can then define two other elements of End.V /:

MC D Id M; M D Id C M:
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Note that these formulæ define two operators which are both independent of k
and self adjoint. Indeed the set S as well as the distribution of the k are symmetric.
Moreover the mapping associating its adjoint to an operator is linear and continuous.
We also need to define

N0 D E. X0//DX
t2T

P.X0 D t/ t/ 2 End.V /:

For k > 1, the random variables X0 and k are independent therefore we have

E. Xk// D N0Mk ;

thus by linearity,

E.h Xk/eI f i/ D hM
k
eIN0 f i;

where N0 denotes the adjoint of N0.

As
Ps2S p.s/ D 1 and since s/ is a unitary operator for every s 2 S, the

eigenvalues of M are in the interval OE

1I 1 Now, let be the spectral radius of M:

D maxfj j j is an eigenvalue ofMg:

We have the inequality

jhM
k
eIN0 f ij 6 kek kf k

k ;

since the norm of N0 is smaller than 1.

We need to exhibit a i > 0 independent of i and such that 0 6 6 1 i. We

will then be able to choose D log.1 i/ > 0 for the constant we are looking
for. We use the fact that D max. C; / where C resp. is the real number
equal to the greatest positive eigenvalue of M resp. equal to the opposite of the
smallest negative eigenvalue ofM). It is enough to prove that < 1 i for some
constants i which are independent of i and To that purposewe use thevariational
interpretation for the eigenvalues of a self adjoint operator on a finite dimensional
Hilbert space. Indeed 1 C resp. 1C which is the smallest eigenvalue ofMC
resp. of M is equal to

D min
v6D0

hT vI vi
kvk

2 ;

where T D M Now applying Proposition 3, we know that there exists for the
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group Gg a finite /-set S0 included in S. This yields

hMCvI vi
kvk

2 D
1

2X
s2S

ps k s/v vk
2

kvk
2

>
1

2 X
s2S0

ps k s/v vk
2

kvk2

>
p0C

2
inf
$

inf
v6D0

max
s2S0

k$.s/v vk
2

kvk
2 ;

where pC0 D mins2S0 p.s/ > 0 and $ runs over the representations of Gg without
any nonzero Gg-invariant vector and which factorize through Nj for some index j
Let > 0 be such that ;S0/ is a -constant for Gg with respect to Ni /i2I, we
can choose

iC D
pC0
2

:

The argument used to determine i is very close to that of [KoSieve, Proposition

7.2]. Since there exists by assumption a relation of odd length c among the
elements of S, we can write for v 2 V :

v D
1
2

v C s1/v/ s1/v C s1s2/v/ C C. s1 : : :sc 1/v C .1/v/ :

Then, invoking the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality and using the G-invariance of the
inner product,

jvk
2 6 c

4

c 1

X
iD0

k ri /v C risiC1/vk
2 6

c

4

c 1

X
iD0

kv C siC1/vk
2;

where r0 D 1 and ri D s1 : : :si for i > 1. In particular we deduce

kvk
2 6

c

4
max

16i6c

1

p.si/

c 1

X
iD0

p.siC1/ kv C siC1/vk
2 ;

then, taking intoaccount possible repetitions ofgenerators in the sequence s1; : : :; sc/,

c2
kvk

2 6
4

1
min fp.si/ j 1 6 i 6 cgX

s2S

p.s/ k s/v C vk
2

6
c2

2
min fp.si/ j 1 6 i 6 cg

1
hM vI vi:

Therefore we can choose i D
2

c2
min fp.si/ j 1 6 i 6 cg > 0.
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Under the assumptions of Proposition 5 together with an additional hypothesis of
linear disjointness which really is a property of “independence of ` of the setting”),
the next two propositions give the upper bound we need for the two large sieve
constants we are working with.

Tobegin with, weconsider the caseof theconjugacy cosetsieve which is somewhat
simpler to handle.

Proposition 6. Let Y; ƒ; ` W Y Y`//be the conjugacy cosetsieve of the appendix
see Proposition 26). We suppose that

the assumptions of Proposition 5 are verified,

the system ` /`2ƒ is linearly disjoint, i.e., the restricted product map defined

for `; `0

2 ƒ, ` 6D `0, by

` ;`0 D ` `0
W Gg Gg

`;`0 D Gg
` Gg

`0

is surjective.

Then, with notation as in Proposition 26, there exists > 0 such that

Xk;L/ 6 1 C LA exp. k/;

where > 0depends only onG, S and the distribution of the k andA D .3dC2/=2,
with d D n2 1 in thecase whereG D SL.n; ZOE1=P /and d D nCm/.nCm 1/=2
if G D SO.n; m/.Z/.

Proof. From Proposition 26 we have

Xk; L/ 6 max
`2L ` X`0

2L
X
2…

max
2…

`0

jW. ; /j:

For `; `0

2 ƒ, we need to give an upper bound for the sums

W.' ; ' / D
1

qj O` jj O `0j
E.TrOE ; N `;`0.Xk//;

once rewritten using the trick explained in the appendix after Lemma 25.
With notation as in the appendix see the discussions preceding and following

Lemma 25), if OE ; N `;`0 has no Gg-invariant vector then Proposition 5 yields an
upper bound for

jE.TrOE ; N `;`0.Xk//j:
Indeed it is enough to choose e D f running over an orthonormal basis of the

representation space V of OE ; N `;`0 and then to sum up the terms obtained over e.
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We are reduced to computing the multiplicity of the trivial representation of Gg
in the restriction of OE ; N `;`0 to Gg. As the sieve setting we work with is assumed

to be linearly disjoint, that quantity is the same as the multiplicity of the trivial
representation of Gg

`;`0 in OE ; N jG
g
`;`0

From Lemma 25 of the appendix we know

that multiplicity is zero unless .`; / D .`0; / in which case its value is j O ` j. Thus,
denoting OE ; N 0 the partof OE ; N without any nonzeroGg-invariant vector, wededuce

` ji..`; /;.`0; // C TrOE ; N 0 `;`0.Xk/:TrOE ; N ` ;`0.Xk/ D j O

Applying Proposition 5 to the representation OE ; N 0 ` ;`0 of Gg yields

jW. ; / i..`; /; .`0; //j 6 dim / dim / exp. k/;

where we use the trivial upper bound qj O `0j
1

` jj O 6 1.

The result follows from exploiting such trivial bounds as

dim 6 pjGj; X
2irr.G/

dim 6 jGj;

for any irreducible complex representation of a finite group G see [KoSieve,
Chapter 5] for better bounds for such quantities).

In the next proposition we give an upper bound for Xk;L / in the case of the
non-conjugacy coset sieve. It is very close to the one provided by Proposition 6.
However, needing to use another equivalence relation to define the orthonormal basis

for theL2 space involved compare the statementsofProposition 26 and 27), theabove
proof cannot be directly adapted to the case of the non-conjugacy coset sieve. Indeed,
in order to prove the following result, we use the remark following Proposition 27
about the generalisation of the sieve statements of the appendix to a framework in
which we do not only use primes but more generally squarefree integers to perform
the sieve.

Proposition 7. Let Y D Gg; ƒ; ` W Y Y`// be the non-conjugacy coset sieve
of the appendix see, e.g., Proposition 27). For any fixed integer L > 1 and under
the same assumptions as in Proposition 6, there exists 0 > 0 such that

Xk; L/ 6 1 C LA0

exp. 0k/;

where 0 > 0 depends only on G, the /-constant for Gg, the distribution of the

k and A0 D .17d C 4/=4 with d D n2 1 if G D SL.n; ZOE1=P / and d D
n C m/.n C m 1/=2 if G D SO.n; m/.Z/.
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Proof. As in the proof of the previous proposition we need toevaluate a sum involving
group characters. The point is that the maximal contribution in those sums comes
from the function corresponding to the trivial representation. Following that idea, we
apply an “equidistribution approach” in order to obtain the estimate we are aiming
at:

E.hOE ; N `;`0.Xk//eQ I fQiOE ; N / D X
y2Y`;`0

hOE ; N y/eQ I fQiOE ;N Iy;

where the notation are those of 15) and where Iy, on the right-hand side of the
equality is defined by

Iy D P. `;`0.Xk/ D y/:
To evaluate Iy we decompose the characteristic function y of fyg in Fourier

series. To that purpose, we need to extend by multiplicativity the result of Proposition

27 to the case of squarefree integers not only primes, see the remark following
Proposition 27 in the appendix). In L2.Y`;`0; `;`0 /, the following equality holds:

y D X'2B`;`0

h'I yi' D X'2B`;`0

`;`0j
1 ':'.y/jGg

Thus, we obtain

Iy D E. y. `;`0Xk// D
1

jG
g
`;`0 j X'2B`;`0

'.y/E.' `;`0.Xk//

D
1

jG
g
`;`0 j

C
1

jG
g
`;`0j X'2B`;`0 nf1g

'.y/E.' `;`0.Xk//:

Now if ' D ' `;`0 ;e0;f 0 is an element ofB`;`0 nf1g up to a suitable normalisation,
see Lemma 24), we know in particular that `;`0 is an irreducible representation of
G`;`0 and the quantity for which we need to find an upper bound is

jE.h `;`0 ` ;`0.Xk/e0I f 0i `;`0/j:
In order to apply Proposition 5, we need to determine the multiplicity of the trivial

representation of Gg
`;`0 in the restriction of `;`0 to Gg

`;`0 As we assume the sieve
setting to be linearly disjoint, this multiplicity is the same as that of 1Gg in `;`0 `;`0

for the group Gg. Applying Lemma 25 once extended by multiplicativity) with

D `;`0 D 1G` note that the assertion of Lemma 25 remains valid for the trivial
representation, see[KoSieve, Proof of Lemma3:2]),andusing the fact that` isa prime
factor of ppcm.`; `0/, we see that multiplicity is zero unless ppcm.`; `0/ D ` i.e.,

`0

D `) and `;`0

jG
g D 1
`;`0 jG

g or more precisely, applying [KoSieve, Lemma 3.2],
`;`0

` ;`0 ' 1G`;`0
for a certain character of G`;`0=Gg

`;`0 In particular, `;`0 has
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dimension 1 and for every vector e0 with norm 1 spanning the representation space

of `;`0 and every g 2 Gg
`;`0

h `;`0.g/e0I e0i D he0I e0i D 1;

where the index `;`0 is purposely omitted to avoid the use of too much notation.
Thus, with notation as in Lemma 24, we deduce that ' `;`0 ;e0;e0 1, which is a

contradiction.
Invoking Proposition 5 now yields an 0 > 0 such that for all ' D ' `;`0;e0;f 0 2

B`;`0 n f1g,
jE.h ` ;`0 `;`0.Xk/e0If 0i ` ;`0/j 6 exp. 0k/:

Finally, for the quantity

dim / 1=2/.dim / 1=2/ W.' ;e;f ;' ;"; / i.' ;e;f ; ' ;"; / ;

we obtain the following upper bound note that the inverse of the denominator of the
normalisation factor is trivially smaller than 1):

1

jG
g
`;`0j y2XY`;`0

hOE ; N y/eQI fQiOE ;N X'2B`;`0 nf1g

'.y/E.' `;`0.Xk// :

Applying the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality we obtain

jhOE ; N y/eQI fQiOE ; N j 6 kOE ; N y/eQkOE ; N
kfQkOE ; N

6 1

and more generally j'.y/j 6 1, for all y 2 Y`;`0 and all ' 2 B`;`0 n f1g. Using the
triangle inequality we deduce an upper bound for

dim / 1=2/.dim / 1=2/ W.' ;e;f ;' ;"; / i.' ;e;f ; ' ;"; / ;

namely

jB`;`0 j 1/ exp. 0k/:

Now, by classical group representation theory,

jB`;`0 j 6 X
2irr.G`;`0 /

dim /2
D jG`;`0 j:

We finally deduce an upper bound for the large sieve constant:

Xk; L/ 6 1 C LA0

exp. k/;

with A0 D .17d C 4/=4 and either d D n2 1 if G D GL.n; ZOE1=P / or d D
n C m/.n C m 1/=2 if G D SO.n; m/.Z/. Indeed, from the argument above, we

just need to use the same kind of trivial bounds as the ones at the end of the proof of
Proposition 6 as well as the obvious inequality jG`;`0 j 6 jG`jjG`0 j.
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2. Local densities for polynomials and orthogonal matrices

In this section, which is independent of the others, we compute different densities
in subsets of the ring F`OET or of the orthogonal group O.N; F`/ notice that we do
not assume anything here on the integer N and, in particular, we do not distinguish
between the split and non split model for the orthogonal group, in the case N is even).

The goal of this section is to give enough quantitative information in order to
find a useful lower bound for the constant H appearing in 2). However this section
has an interest of its own and we do not restrict ourselves to the computations that
are strictly needed for the purpose of the paper. The style in which we expose the
different estimates we are interested in is very much inspired by [Chav, Section 3].
Doing so, it is easy to point out similarities as well as the differences between the
symplectic case treated by Chavdarov in loc. cit.) and the orthogonal case. We will
notably highlight the lack of good topological properties for the orthogonal group.
That feature imposes that we be very careful in the statement of our results such

precautions need not be taken in the case of the symplectic group).

2.1. Review of orthogonal groups over finite fields. We briefly recall some basic

facts and notation about orthogonal groups, as exposed in Section 6 of [KaL]. The
proofs and details can be found e.g. in [ABS].

Let V be avectorspace with dimension greater or equalto2 over a fixed finite field
Fq with characteristic different from 2. We assume we are given a non degenerate

quadratic form Q on V we will denote by ˆ the bilinear form attached to Q). If
T.V / denotes the tensor algebra associated to V we can consider the ideal I.Q/
generated by the elements x x Q.x/:1, where x runs over the vectors of V The
quotient algebra Cl.V; Q/ D T.V /=I.Q/ is the Clifford algebra of V with respect
to Q. That construction yields a natural injection

iQ W V T.V / Cl.V; Q/;

which enables us to see Cl.V;Q/ as the solution of the following universal problem:

for every morphism of Fq-vector spaces f W V A, where A is an Fq-algebra

satisfying f x/2
D Q.x/:1A, there exists a unique Fq-algebra homomorphism

fQW Cl.V; Q/ A such that fQ B iQ D f
The involution v 7! v of V can be extended to an involution denoted I of

Cl.V; Q/. Another morphism plays a crucial role in the theory of Clifford
algebras: it is the antiautomorphism t W

Cl.V;Q/ Cl.V;Q/ coming from the natural
antiautomorphism defined on the k-th tensor power of V by

v1 v2 vk 7! vk v2 v1:

Let Cl be the group of invertible elements of Cl.V; Q/. It acts on Cl.V;Q/ via
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the morphism defined by

u/x D I.u/xu 1 ;

for every u 2 Cl and x 2 Cl.V; Q/. The elements of Cl that leave V globally
invariant form a subgroup of Cl We denote it C It is the the Clifford group of
Cl Typical elements of C are the images in Cl.V; Q/ of non isotropic vectors

v 2 V since the transformation x 7! I.u/xu 1 is then the reflection with respect
to the hyperplane which is orthogonal to v. In fact any element of C is a scalar

multiple of a product of such vectors the transformation associated to that element
being an automorphism of the quadratic module V; Q/).

Finally we define the map NormW u 2 C 7! t.u/u which takes its values in
Fq see [ABS, Propositions 3.3 and 3.8] where the proof, given in the case where
the base field is R, can be easily adapted to the finite field case). The spinor group
Spin.V; Q/ is then defined as the subgroup

Spin.V; Q/ D ker Norm/I

of the elements of C that are fixed by I When V is N-dimensional and there is no
ambiguity on the chosen quadratic form Q, we will denote that group Spin.N; Fq/
instead of Spin.V; Q/. With such notation the group Spin.N;Fq/ can in fact be seen

as the group of Fq-rational points of an algebraic group defined over Fq. Unless
the context is ambiguous that algebraic group will also be called the spinor group.
It will be denoted Spin.N /. It is well known that the spinor group is a connected
simply-connected algebraic group and that it is in fact the universal cover of the
special orthogonal group SO.N /=Fq. In other words ([Hu, p. 189]) there exists an
isogeny ' such that we have an exact sequence of algebraic groups

1 f 1g Spin.N/ ' SO.N / 1: 3)

Thus the spinor group shares the same dimension as the special orthogonal group

N.N 1/=2 and the same rank bN=2c.

Remark. In all of the above, we do not need to assume that the base field is a finite
field. Every construction and definition we have recalled can in fact be stated for
quadratic modules over any perfect field.

Next let Fq denote a fixed separable closure of Fq. The short exact sequence 3)
gives rise to the following exact sequence of Gal.Fq=Fq/-invariant groups:

1 f 1g Spin.N;Fq/ SO.N; Fq/
NSpin

f 1g 1; 4)

where the group homomorphism NSpin is called the spinor norm and can be defined
as follows. For a non isotropic vector v 2 V the image of the reflection with respect
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to v by NSpin is the class of Q.v/ in Fq Fq /2 the group of classes modulo nonzero
squares of Fq The morphism NSpin is completely determined by the images of those
elements and it can be shown see [KaL, Section 6]) that NSpin can be extended to a

surjective morphism from O.N; Fq/ onto f 1g since we have supposed N > 2.
Finally we will denote N; Fq/ the image of in 4) i.e., the kernel of NSpin).

That group which is of great importance in our sieving context, is easily seen to be
the derived group of both SO.N; Fq/ and O.N; Fq/ see [Art, 5.17]). We note that it
can be directly defined from O.N; Fq/ by saying that it is the simultaneous kernel of
the determinant and the spinor norm.

To perform the density computations we need, we will have to estimate the
cardinality of sets of orthogonal matrices with fixed determinant and/or spinor norm. In
practice it will be convenient to relate those quantities to the number of polynomials
with coefficients in the base field that can be realized as characteristic polynomials
of such matrices. To exhibit the link between these cardinalities the crucial point lies
in the possibility to “see” the value of the spinor norm and of the determinant of a

matrix g in the coefficients of its characteristic polynomial. This is, of course, very
easy in the case of the determinant. But as far as the spinor norm is concerned, we do
not see any obvious reason for such an explicit link to exist. However the following
beautiful result of Zassenhaus which we recall here, in view of its importance) gives
us under certain conditions the kind of link we need:

Theorem 8 Zassenhaus,1962). If g is an element of the orthogonal group associated

to the quadratic space V; Q/ satisfying the same assumptions as above) then,

provided 1 is not an eigenvalue of g, we have

det g C 1

2 D NSpin.g/;

modulo squares.

In [Za], Zassenhaus first defines the spinor norm via the formula of Theorem 8
see .2:1/ in loc. cit.) and then proves that definition coincides we the one we gave

earlier in this section see the corollary of [Za, Theorem, p. 446]).

Remark. Over finite fields of odd characteristic we know that there are two isomorphism

classes of quadratic forms classified by the value modulo nonzero squares

of the discriminant of the quadratic form). In the case where the dimension is odd
these two classes give rise to the same orthogonal group, but this does not hold if
the dimension is even. Indeed if N D 2n, two distinct models for the orthogonal
group O.2n; Fq/ need to be distinguished: they are respectively called the split and

nonsplit model, referring to the algebraic group O.2n/ being split or not over Fq
see [KaL, Section 6] for examples of quadratic forms corresponding to each of these
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two models). Note that the computations in the sequel are performed independently
of the chosen model of orthogonal group. However we will see later how a result of
Baeza makes the choice of the split or of the nonsplit model come back into play.

2.2. Characteristic polynomials of orthogonal matrices over finite fields. Let `
be an odd prime number and N > 2 an integer. As in the previous subsection V; Q/
denotes a quadratic space over F` and Q is still assumed to be non degenerate. For
g an element of O.N; F`/ we denote by Pg the reversed characteristic polynomial
of g:

Pg.T / D det.1 Tg/:

This polynomial also satisfies the functional equation 1). A short proof of that

fact goes as follows: if is the automorphism of the ambiant quadratic space V; Q/
attached to the matrix g, we denote by Q the matrix of the quadratic form Q written
in the basis in which the matrix of equals g. Then we have gQ.tg/ D Q. We

deduce

Pg.T / D det.1 Tg/ D det.1 T.tg//

D det.1 T.Q 1g 1Q//

D T N det.g 1/ det.g=T 1/ D T /N det.g/Pg.1=T /:

Here one should be careful that Pg no longer designates the “usual” characteristic
polynomial det.T g/, as in the introduction. What motivates the change in the
notation is that Chavdarov works with reversed characteristic polynomials in [Chav],
so that we can easily understand to what extent his results can be transposed to the
orthogonal case.

The functional equation 1) imposes Pg to be “almost self-reciprocal”, i.e., its
roots 1;: : : ; N can be reordered in such a way that

8<:

i NC1 i D 1; 1 6 i 6 n; if N D 2n;

i NC1 i D 1; 1 6 i 6 n; and
nC1 D det.g/ if N D 2n C 1;

That leads us to consider the set of polynomials

MN;` D °
1 C b1T C CbN T N

j bi 2 F`;b2
N D 1 and

bN i D bNbi if 0 6 i 6 bN=2c :

Before studying certain subsets ofMN;`, we recall a result due to Edwards which
gives in the case where N is even a quite surprising at first) link between the
discriminant of a polynomial f 2 MN;` and the values f takes at 1.
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Lemma 9 Edwards). Let N be an even integer and let f 2 MN;` be a monic
separable polynomial, then we have

disc.f / f .1/f 1/ mod F` /2/:

That result is obtained by combining Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 of [E] note that
the definition of the discriminant of a polynomial used in loc. cit. is not the standard
one hence the statement of Lemma 9 only coincides with the one of [E] up to sign).

We are interested in the cardinality of certain subsets of MN;`. Our first result
in this direction is very close to [Chav, Lemma 3.2]. It deals with the subset of
irreducible polynomials in MN;` or rather with the subset of those of them which
are irreducible once reduced. Indeed, using the notation of the introduction and

remembering we consider reversed characteristic polynomials here, we will use the
following notation:

if N D 2n,

N;` D nf T / 2 MN;` j f T /red DK" f T/
1 "T2

is irreducible o;

with " D 1 if bN D 1 and " D 0 otherwise,

if N D 2n C 1,

N;` D nf T / 2 MN;` j f T /red DK" f T/
1 "T

is irreducible o;

with " D 1 if bN D 1.

In both cases we will denote by Nred the degree of the reduced polynomial fred.
For those sets we have the following estimates:

Proposition 10. If N is even,

1 C `N=2 "

N 2" N;` j > `N=2 "

> jK
"

N 2" p`N=2 ":

If N is odd,

1 C `.N 1/= 2

N 1 N;`j >
`.N 1/=2

> jK
"

N 1 p`.N 1/=2:

Proof. It is enough to consider the case where N is even and " D 0. Indeed, if N
is even and " D 1 which means that the leading coefficient of f is 1), we are
interested in the irreducibility of g.T / D f T /=.1 T 2/. The leading coefficient
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of g is obviously 1 and it is clear that g 2 MN 2;`. Thus g 2 K0N 2;`
as soon as

f 2 K1N;`.
In the case where N is odd the polynomial g.T / D f T /=.1 "T / has leading

coefficient 1 and g 2 MN 1;` so that g 2 K0N 1;`
as soon as f 2 K"N;`. In other

words,

if N is even, jK1N;`j D jK0N 2;`j, and

if N is odd, jK"N;`j D jK0N 1;`j.
We are now reduced to computing the number of elements of

N;` D °f T / 2 MN;` j N even; bN i D bi; 0 6 i 6 N=2;K0

f is monic and irreducible :

This happens to be exactly the set K1g studied by Chavdarov see Lemma 3.2 in
[Chav]) for g D N=2. In loc. cit., Chavdarov proves that for N even,

1 C `N=2

N N;` j > `N=2
> jK

0

N `N=4 ;

and this completes the proof.

Restricting ourselves to polynomials f satisfying f D fred i.e., N D deg f is
even and f is monic), we are interested in the same kind of computation as above
with the extra condition that f must be such that f .1/ and f 1/ are in a given class

not necessarily the same for f .1/ and f 1/) of F` modulo its subgroup of nonzero
squares, i.e., by Lemma 9 and Theorem 8, we work with polynomials having fixed
discriminant and that can only be characteristic polynomials for elements with fixed
spinor norm. At first it seems likely that we will get a “good” proportion of such

polynomials among the set of irreducible self-reciprocal polynomials of even degree
that proportion should roughly be 1=4). The following result of Meyn see [Me],

Theorem 8) tells us that this intuition is wrong:

Proposition 11 Meyn). Let f be a self-reciprocal monic polynomial of even degree

N over F`. Let us write

f D xN= 2h.x C x 1/
with h monic of degree N=2. If h is an irreducible polynomial then f is irreducible
iff h.2/h. 2/ is a nonsquare of F`.

Moreover with notation as in the above statement it is easy to see that if we start

with an irreducible f the attached polynomial h will also be irreducible. So any
self-reciprocal monic polynomial f with f .1/ and f 1/ chosen in such a way that

1/N=2f .1/f 1/ is a square in F` is not irreducible. This means that out of the
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four classes determined by the imposed value at 1 and 1 modulo squares, only two
are non empty.

The following result asserts that the expected equidistribution property holds for
the two non empty classes.

Lemma 12. Let N > 4 be an even integer. If ".1/
` ; ".2/

` are non necessarily
distinct) fixed elements of a fixed set f1; "0g of representatives of F` F` /2 and if

1/N=2".1/
` ".2/

` is a nonsquare of F`, then we have

°f 2 MN;` j f is irreducible and f a/ "1
` f b/ "2

`

> `N=2

2N
1

2.1 C N/
` :

where, in the set of the left-hand side, congruences are taken modulo the group of
nonzero squares of F`.

Proof. By Meyn’s Theorem and the discussion preceding Lemma 12, the set we are
interested in is in one-to-one correspondence with

nh 2 F`OET monic of degree N=2 j h is irreducible and h.2/ ".1/
` ;

` o:h. 2/ 1/N=2".2/

If we vary ".1/
` and ".2/

` in f1; "0g, we see that computing the cardinality of the
above set amounts to evaluating the four following character sums

1

4X
h

.1 ` h.2///.1 ` h. 2///;

where the sum is taken over all monic irreducible polynomials of F`OET with degree

N=2 and where ` denotes the Legendre character of F`.
It is enough to focus on the study of the sum

DX
h

.1 C ` h.2///.1 C ` h. 2///

DX
h

1 CX
h

` h.2// CX
h

` h. 2//CX
h

` h.2/h. 2//:

The first sum of the right-hand side is nothing but the number of irreducible monic
polynomials of degree N=2 in F`OET There are well-known lower bounds for that
quantity. For our purpose, it is enough to use the inequality see, e.g., Lemma 3.1 in
[Chav])

Xh

1 > 2`N= 2

N `N=4:
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Next we consider both the sums
Ph ` h.2// and

Ph ` h. 2//. As N=2 > 2
and thus an irreducible h of degree N=2 cannot beX 2) we have from the definition

of ` that

Xh
` h.2// D 2 Xa nonzero square

jfh j h.2/ D agj Xh

1:

Notice that the summand of the right-hand side does not depend on the point of

F` at which h is evaluated i.e., imposing the value of h at any point of F` yields a

set with the same cardinality as the analogue set where the value imposed is h.0/),
so using on the one hand the lower bound see [KoSieve, Appendix B, formula B.8])

jfh 2 F`OET j h monic irreducible ; deg h D N=2; h.2/ D agj >
2`N=2 1

N
`N=4 ;

and on the other hand the upper bound see [Chav], Lemma 3.1, or Lemma B.1 in
Appendix B of [KoSieve])

jfh 2 F`OET j h monic irreducible ;degh D N=2gj 6
2`N=2

N
;

we get

Xh
N

` 1/ 2`N=2 1

` h.2// 6 2`N=2

N
`N=4

6
2`N=2 1

N C `N=4C1 :

For the remainingsum,weneed to be more careful as the value of the polynomials
considered at two different elements of F` are involved). To begin with, the sum can

be expressed as follows:

X ` h.2/h. 2// D
h

2

N X;deg DN=2
` Norm.. 1/N=2 .2 / 2 C ///;

where Norm denotes the norm map with respect to the extension F`N=2=F`. Now,
using the inclusion-exclusion principle, we get

X
;deg DN=2

` Norm.4 2// D X
djN=2

1/N=2 d

X
2F`d

` Norm.4 2//:

For each divisor d of N=2, if we set `;N D ` B Norm which is a multiplicative
character of F`d we need to evaluate

P 2F`d ` ;N.4 2/. From the Riemann

Hypothesis for curves over finite fields, we derive

X
2F`d

`;N.4 2/ 6 `d=2;
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since the polynomial X2 4 has distinct roots in F` see [KaMul, Introduction and

Theorem 1] for the statement and the proof of a more general result handling the case

of higher dimensional varieties). Using the trivial fact that the number of divisors of
N=2 is less than N=2, we get the upper bound:

X;deg DN=2
` Norm.4 2// 6 N

2 `N=4:

Thus

X
h

` h.2/h. 2// > `N=4:

Finally, putting the above estimates together, we get

> 2`N=2

N
4`N=2 1

N
2`N=4C1 2`N=4 > 2`N= 2

N
1

2.1 C N/
`

:

In the last lemma of this subsection, we are interested in counting monic polynomials

h of degree N=2 with certain imposed factorization patterns and imposed value
modulo squares at 2 and 2. Indeed it will be convenient, in the sections to come,
to use such information in order to prove the existence of certain elements in the
Galois group of an integral polynomial f whose reduction f mod `/ can be written

f D xN=2h.x C x 1/.

Lemma 13. Let N > 4 be an even integer and ` > 5 be prime. With notation as

above e.g. all the congruences are taken modulo the subgroup of nonzero squares of
F`), if we denote

i) ‚Q `;3 for the set of monic polynomials f 2 MN;` such that the corresponding

h is separable, has an irreducible factor of prime degree > N=4 and such that

h.2/ ".1/
` h. 2/ ".2/

` then we have

j‚Q `;3j >
`N=2

N
7
2

1

`
7 C

15N
2

;

ii)‚Q `;4 for the set of monic polynomials f 2 MN;` such that the corresponding
h is separable, has a unique irreducible quadratic factor, no other irreducible factor
of even degree and such that h.2/ ".1/

` h. 2/ ".2/
` then we have

j‚Q `;4j
`N=2

N
;

with an absolute implied constant.
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Proof. i) Let `0 be a prime such that N=4 < `0 6 N=2. The cardinality we are

computing is greater than that of the set of monic polynomials h of degree N=2
which factor as the product of a monic irreducible polynomial of degree `0 with
imposed values modulo squares at 2 and 2 with any monic irreducible polynomial
of degree N=2 `0 note that N=2 `0 < N=4 so that no double root may occur in
this way). Applying Lemma 12 more precisely, using the arguments of the proof)
and using once more the lower bound of [Chav, Lemma 3.1] we get

j‚Q `;3j >
``0

4`0

1
2.1 C 2`0/

`
`N=2 `0

N=2 `0
`N=4 `0 2 :

AsN=4 < `0 6 N=2, we have on the one hand

``
0

4`0
1

2.1 C 2`0/

`
`N=2 `0

N=2 `0
> 4`N=2

N
1

2.1 C N/
` ;

and on the other hand

``
0

4`0
1

2.1 C 2`0/

` `N=4 `0 2 6 `N=2

2N
1

2 C N
` :

Gathering those two inequalities we get the estimate we wanted to establish.

ii) We consider separately the case where N=2 is odd and the case where N=2
is even. In the former case the cardinality of ‚Q `;4 is greater than that of the set of
polynomials factoring as the product of an irreducible quadratic polynomial having
imposed values modulo squares at 2 and 2 with any monic irreducible polynomial
of degree N=2 2. Thus

j‚Q `;4j >
`2

8
1

10

`
`N=2 2

N=2 2 `N=4 1 :

Now if N=2 is even the set we consider contains all the polynomials which, once
divided by their quadratic factor still with imposed values modulo squares at 2)
are products of a polynomial of degree 1 different from X 2) with any irreducible
polynomial of degree N=2 3 note that if N D 4 such a polynomial does not exist
and if N D 8 the other factor of degree 1 as well as the polynomials X 2 must
be removed from the set from which that polynomial of degree N=2 3 is picked).
Thus, using the same inequalities as above,

8
<̂

:̂

if N D 4; j‚Q `;4j > `2

8 1 10
` ;

if N D 8; j‚Q `;4j > `2

8 1 10
` ` 2/.` 3/;

if N > 12; j‚Q `;4j > `2

` ` 2/ `N=2 3

8 1 10
N=2 3 ` N 6/=4 :

In particular we get the estimate stated.
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2.3. Number of matrices with prescribed characteristic polynomial. In our sieving

context we need a result which would be the analogue, in the orthogonal case,

of [Chav, Theorem 3.5]. Thepoint is thatweneed to know, fora fixed f 2 MN;`, how
many matrices in O.N;F`/ have a reversed characteristic polynomial equal to f
Towards such a computation our first task is to show that there exists at least one matrix
g 2 O.N;F`/ such that Pg D f This is a crucial step of the proof if we try to follow
Chadarov’s method. Unfortunately Chavdarov’s proof relies heavily on the fact that
the symplectic group Sp.2g/ as an algebraic group over F`) is simply connected and

thus by a Theorem of Steinberg), that the centralizer under Sp.2g/ of any semisimple

element in Sp.2g;F`/ is a connected algebraic group to which Lang’s Rationality
Theorem may be applied. As we already mentioned neither O.N/ nor SO.N/ is a

simply connected algebraic group. As a matter of fact we can easily construct examples

of polynomials in MN;` which are not the reversed characteristic polynomials
of any matrix in O.N; F`/. Take, e.g., the polynomial f T / D T 2

C T C 1 2 M2;`
and suppose that the quadratic structure on the ambiant space F` F` is given by the
standard scalar product: ˆ x1; y1/; x2; y2// D x1x2 C y1y2. A straightforward
computation shows that any matrix in O.2; F`/ having f as its reversed characteristic
polynomial must have itsnon diagonal coefficients equal to half a square root of 3, and
this is obviously not always possible for matrices with coefficients in F` problems
already occur for ` D 5...).

While the direct adaptation of Chavadarov’s method to the orthogonal case seems

to be hopeless, we can however use a result of Baeza see [Ba]) that gives a very useful
criterion in the case where the dimension is even, to decide whether an f 2 MN;`
is or is not the reversed characteristic polynomial of a g 2 O.N;F`/. From Baeza’s

result we derive the following proposition:

Proposition 14. Let N be even and f 2 MN;` such that

1) f is monic,

2) f is separable,

3) disc.f / D disc.Q/.
Then there exists a semisimple element A 2 SO.N; F`/ such that

det.1 TA/ D f:
The equality of discriminants condition 3)) is seen as an equality of residue

classes in F` F` /2 an equality of discriminants will always be understood in this
way from now on). This condition is crucial and we easily see that, in our counterexample,

disc.P / D 1 while disc.Q/ D 1 in the case where ` D 5.

Proof. From [Ba, Theorem 3.7], we know that the quadratic formsQ0 on V such that
there exists a 2 SO.V; Q0/ satisfying

det.1 T / D det. T / D f T /;
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are exactly those that can be written s K; n/, in the notation of loc. cit. We briefly
recall how these quadratic spaces are constructed: the separable F`-algebra K D
F` OET f T // D F` OEx is equipped with the involution

x 7! x 1:

If we consider the subalgebra L D F`.x C x 1/, then we have a norm map

nW K L;

that defines a non degenerate quadratic form K; n/ with coefficients in L. For any
trace map s

W L F`, we can then consider the composition s B nW K F`; it
defines a non degenerate quadratic form on K. We denote s K; n/ the quadratic
space obtained see [Ba, discussion following Proposition 3.6] and the references
therein for details, notably concerning trace maps).

For such a fixed quadratic space s K;n/, let us consider a 2 SO.s K; n//
such that

det.1 T / D det. T / D f T /:
From [Ba, Theorem 1.2], we then have disc.f / D disc.s K; n// thus, by

assumption, disc.s K;n// D disc.Q/. But we know that quadratic forms over F` are

classified by their discriminant: so s K; n/ ' V; Q/. Finally, to the element
corresponds a matrix A 2 SO.V;Q/ ' SO.N; F`/ such that

det.1 TA/ D f T /:

The semisimplicity of A is obvious from the separability assumption on f
In that proof we see how the distinction between the two models of orthogonal

groups in the case N is even) naturally appears. In particular we notice that, with
the notation of Baeza, the quadratic space s K; n/ is precisely the one chosen by
Katz in [KaL, Section 6] to describe a model for the nonsplit orthogonal group.

We are now ready to prove the main result of this section. Provided the assumptions

of Proposition 14 are verified, the statement is the analogue in the orthogonal
case of [Chav, Theorem 3.5] and it can be interpreted as a property of equidistribution

of characteristic polynomials of orthogonal matrices among the polynomials of
MN;`. Apart from the use of Proposition 14 the arguments developed in the proof are
quite close to those of loc. cit.

Theorem 15. Let N be even and let f 2 MN;` be such that

1) f is monic,

2) f is separable,

3) disc.f / D disc.Q/.
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Then,

°
B 2 O.N; F`/ j f T / D det.1 TB/ `N2=2 N ;

with an implied constant independent of N.

Proof. Let A be a semisimple element of SO.N; F`/ with reversed characteristic
polynomial equal to f the existence of such an A is justified by Proposition 14). Let

D fB 2 O.N; F`/ j det.1 TB/ D f g:

If B 2 its Jordan decomposition can be written

B D BsBu; BsBu D BuBs; Bs; Bu 2 O.N; F`/;

with Bs semisimple and Bu unipotent.
In particular det.1 TBs/ D det.1 TA/, therefore the set of matrices Bs

satisfying det.1 TBs/ D f T / contains the set of all semisimple matrices which
are SO.N; F`/-conjugate to A. Hence the lower bound

j j > ° Bs; Bu/ j Bs SO.N; F`/-conjugate to A; Bu 2 CSO.N/.Bs//u.F`/ ;

where CSO.N/.Bs/ resp. CSO.N/.Bs//u) denotes the centralizer of Bs, seen as an
algebraic group, under the action of SO.N / resp. the unipotent part of that centralizer).

As already mentioned we cannot guarantee that the algebraic group CSO.N/.A/ is
connected and we will denote CSO.N/.A/0 its connected) identity component. Then
we argue as in [Chav, proof of Theorem 3.5] to obtain

jfUnipotent elements of CSO.N/.A//0 F`/gj D `dim.CSO.N/.A//0 rk.CSO.N/.A//0 :

From [Bo, II.12.2, prop.], CSO.N/.A/0 is a maximal torus in SO.N / indeed
SO.N / is a reductive group and from the separability assumption on f we know A
is regular semisimple), thus

rk.CSO.N/.A//0 D rkSO.N / D
N
2

:

This finally yields the lower bound:

j j > `dim.CSO.N/.A//0 N=2 jSO.N; F`/j
jCSO.N/.A/.F`/j

:

Moreover a theorem of Steinberg asserts that the group of connected components
of an algebraic group is always a subgroup of its fundamental group see [SpSt, II
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Corollary 4.4]). We deduce that CSO.N/.A/ has at most 2 connected components.
Adapting the result of Nori see [No]) used by Chavdarov ([Chav, p. 160]), we obtain

jCSO.N/.A/.F`/j 6 2.` C 1/dim.CSO.N/.A//0 :

Thanks to the formula see, e.g., [Art, p. 147]) on the cardinality of the special
orthogonal group over F` in the even dimensional case, we deduce

.` 1/N.N 1/=2 6 jSO.N;F`/j 6 `N.N 1/=2:

Combining those last inequalities, we get

j j ` N=2 .` 1/N.N 1/=2 ;

thus j j `N2=2 N where in these last two inequalities the implied constant does

not depend on N.

The purpose of the last result we give in this section is to relate the cardinalities
of a given conjugacy invariant subset of O.N; F`/ and of the set of corresponding
reversed characteristic polynomials in MN;`. To that extent its main interest lies in
how we can apply it to our sieving problem. The arguments being very close to those
used in the proofs of Theorem 15 and Proposition 14, it seems fair to include it in this

“independent section”.

Lemma 16. Let N > 2 be an integer and ` be an odd prime number. Consider a
subset ‚Q ` with cardinality Q` of MNred;` such that the elements f 2 ‚Q ` satisfy

1) f is monic,

2) f is separable,

3) disc.f / D disc.Q/,
4) either f 1/ is a nonzero square of F` for every f 2 ‚Q `, or f 1/ is a non

square for every f 2 ‚Q `.

Moreover let ".1/; ".2/ be two elements of F` each equal to 1 and such that ".2/
` ` `

“is” the residue class in F` F`
2 defined by condition .3/ above and Lemma 9. Let

` ;".2/
` /; det.1 Tg/red 2 ‚Q `g:‚` D fg 2 O.N; F`/ j det; NSpin/.g/ D .".1/

If ` D j‚` j, we then have

`j N; F`/j
1 > Q`` Nred=2 1

1

` C 1

Nred.Nred 1/=2

:
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At first the above statement can look ambiguous as the integer Nred is not entirely
defined by N but also depends on the matrix we consider. The point is that once the
determinant is fixed which is the case in the lemma since we restrict ourselves to
matrices with determinant ".1/

` there is only one integer Nred that can correspond to
N, so that, a posteriori, the assertion of the lemma makes sense.

Proof. Let us first consider the auxiliary set

fh 2 O.Nred; F`/ j det;NSpin/.h/ D .1; Q".
2/
` /; det.1 Th/ D det.1 Th/red 2 ‚Q `g;

5)

where Q".
2/
` is a fixed element of f1; "0g which still denotes a set of representatives

for F` F` 2). We can trivially inject the set 5) in ‚` via the map h 7! h° u where

u is any representative of a fixed class of O.N Nred; F`/ modulo N Nred; F`/
that class corresponding to the couple x;y/ 2 f 1g such that .1; Q".

2/
` / x; y/ D

.".1/
` ;".2/

` /) and the quadratic structure on the corresponding N Nred/-dimensional
vector space being chosen with discriminant 1. Imbedding 5) in ‚` that way we
end up with a Nred-dimensional quadratic space having the same discriminant as the
ambiant N-dimensional quadratic space V; Q/. Moreover, from a fixed h in the
set 5) we construct N; F`/ W Nred; F`// distinct elements of ‚`. Therefore,
following the same idea as in [KoZeta, Lemma 7.2], we can now compute a lower
bound for ` involving Q`. First, we have

` > j N;F`/j
j Nred;F`/j Xf2‚Q `

jfg 2 O.Nred; F`/ j det; NSpin/.g/ D .1; ".2/
` /;

det.1 Tg/ D f gj;

Thanks to the assumption .3/ we know that Proposition 14 can be applied and

hence that each summand of the right-hand side of the above inequality is nonzero.
More precisely each of these quantities is equal to the cardinality of the set
depending on the polynomial f of the proof of Theorem 15. Following that proof and
using the above inequality, we get

` > ` Nred=2 j N; F`/j
j Nred;F`/j Xf2‚Q `

`df jSO.Nred;F`/j
jCSO.Nred/.Af /.F`/j

;

where, for each f 2 ‚Q `, the matrix Af is the semisimple element whose existence
is guaranteed by Proposition 14 CSO.Nred/.Af / denotes the centralizer of Af under
the action of SO.Nred/ and df is the dimension of the identity component of that
algebraic group. The proof of Theorem 15 yields

jCSO.Nred/.Af /j 6 2.` C 1/df :
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Now the derived group Nred; F`/ has index 2 in SO.Nred; F`/ so we have

`
j N; F`/j

> 2` Nred=2

fX
2‚Q `

`df

2.` C 1/df :

Thus

`j N; F`/j
1 > ` Nred=2

Xf2‚Q `
1

1

` C 1

df

> ` Nred=2 1
1

` C 1

Nred.Nred 1/=2
Q`;

since we have df 6 dim SO.Nred/ D Nred.Nred 1/=2.

Remark. One can wonder why, in all the computations performed in this section,
we always give uniform bounds with respect to the parameter N) for the quantities
studied rather than asymptotic estimates which, most likely, would have been easier
to establish and would suffice for the argument needed in the proof of Theorems 1
and 18. This is because we have in mind another possible application of the same

kind of sieving method to the study of L-functions of families of elliptic curves over
function fields it is the main subject of [J]). In that work we obtain a lower bound
for the proportion of elliptic curves with irreducible up to trivial factors) L-function
seen as a Q-polynomial) when the curve varies in a suitable algebraic family. That

bound is uniform with respect to the common conductor of the family provided the
related estimates for the local densities involved are uniform as well).

3. Statement and proof of the main result

In this last section we state the main result of this paper which generalizes Theorem 1
in two different ways. To that purpose we show that for the two different kinds of
group considered, Proposition 6 and Proposition 7 hold. Then, to derive our results
from the large sieve inequality 2), we need to find a suitable lower bound for the
constantH. That issue, in the case where the groups involved are orthogonal groups,
can be handled thanks to the results of Section 2 and to a lemma proved in [J]. In the
other case we consider G D GL.n; A/, Gg D SL.n; A/), the question of finding a

lower bound for H turns out to be easier, as we do not have as many constraints on
the matrices considered as in the former case.

Let us first explain the additional terminology needed to state our result in full
generality. Indeed, we need not as Theorem 1 would suggest) restrict ourselves to
the study of the irreducibility of characteristic polynomials of “random matrices”, but
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the sieve setting we are working with enables us to study the Galois group of those

Q-polynomials see [KoSieve, Chapter 7] for the analogous study for the groups
SL.n;Z/ and Sp.2g; Z/). The Galois group of the splitting field over Q of) the
characteristic polynomial of a matrix of GL.n; ZOE1=P / can a priori be as big as

the whole symmetric group Sn, but in the case of orthogonal matrices, 1) imposes

conditions on the roots. If we denote N D n C m and Nred D 2b.n C m/=2c,
then the Galois group of the splitting field over Q of) the reduced characteristic
polynomial of a matrix g 2 SO.n; m/.Z/ is contained in the group denoted WNred

which can be seen as the subgroup of SNred acting on Nred=2 pairs of elements of

f1;2; :: : ;Nredg. However, as noticed in [J, Section 4.1], the biggest group the Galois
group investigated can be equal to might be smaller than the full groupWNred Indeed,
depending on the signof the functional equation 1) and on the fact that the underlying
quadratic form splits over Q or not, the Galois group we study might be included a

priori in a subgroup of index 2 of WNred More precisely, denoting by p the natural
projection obtained by identifying each of the Nred=2 pairs with a single letter, the
group WNred fits the exact sequence

1 f 1g
Nred=2 WNred

p
SNred=2 1;

whereas the “right” maximal Galois group might only be the subgroup of index two
W C of WNred fitting the exact sequence

Nred

1 f 1g
Nred=2 1 W C

Nred

p
SNred=2 1:

Remark. The group WNred is the group of all permutations of Nred=2 pairs of letters
combined with all possible sign changes of the corresponding pairs of letters. Its
subgroup W C is the group of permutations of Nred=2 pairs of letters combined with

Nred
evenlymanysignchanges among the pairs. Those two groupscorrespond respectively
to theWeyl group of the root system of type BNred and DNred

Because of that ambiguity on what the maximal Galois group for the splitting
field of det.T Xk/red over Q should be if Xk 2 SO.n;m/.Z/, we define a notion
of “small” Galois group see [J, Definition 4.2]) as follows:

Definition 17. With notation as above let M be a matrix in GL.n; ZOE1=P / resp.
SO.n;m/.Z/). Let KM be the splitting field over Q of the reduced characteristic
polynomial det.T M/red. We say that det.T M/red has small Galois group if
Gal.KM=Q/ is a proper subgroup of Sn resp. W C

Nred

Note that, as pointed in [J, discussion following Theorem 4.3], the group W C
Nred

is a transitive subgroup of SNred In particular the fact that det.T M/red does not
have small Galois group implies that det.T M/red is Q-irreducible.
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We can also state a generalized version of the second part of Theorem 1. To do
so, it is convenient to use some of the basics of) the language of logic as done
in [KoDef]). Recall see Section 2 of loc. cit.) that a term in the language of rings is
simply a polynomial f 2 ZOEx1; : : : ; xn and that an atomic formula ' is a formula
of the form f D g where f and g are polynomials non necessarily in the same

variables). Now if ' is an atomic formula, A is a ring and if we assign the family of
elements a D ai / to the set of variables involved in the definition of ', we say that

'.a/ is satisfied in A and we denote

A ˆ ' a/;

if the equality which “is”' is satisfied in A when the variables are given the values ai
From atomic formulæ we can build the so-called first order formulæ by induction,
using the symbols :, _, ^ and the quantifiers 9, 8 we refer the reader to loc. cit. for
examples of quite complicated formulæ that can be obtained in this way). Next, if
'.x/ is a first order formula with respect to the variables x D x1; : : : ; xn/ and if A
is a ring, then we denote

'.A/ D fx 2 An
j Aˆ ' x/g:

With such a terminology, we can state the main result of this paper:

Theorem 18. With the above notation as well as those used in the introduction) and
assuming that the first condition of Proposition 5 holds and that nCm > 6, nm 6D 0
resp. n > 3) in the case G D SO.n;m/.Z/ resp. G D GL.n; ZOE1=P / we have

the following.
i) There exists a 3 > 0 such that for all k > 1, we have

P.det.T Xk/red 2 AOET is reducible or has small Galois group/ exp. 3k/;

with 3 depending only on the underlying algebraic group G=Q, on the generating
set S and on the sequence ps/s i.e., on the distribution of the k). Moreover the
implied constant depends only on G and the density of P in the set of all rational
prime numbers in the case where G D GL.n; ZOE1=P /

ii) Let ' be a first order formula in the language of rings with respect to the
variables x D xi;j /16i;j6N where N D n if G D GL.n; ZOE1=P / and N D nCm
if G D SO.n; m/.Z/). Set

ƒi D °` prime j :'.F`/ \ Y` ` j
1 > i ;jG

g

and assume

there exists i > 0 such that ƒi has strictly positive Dirichlet density; 6)
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then there exists a 4 > 0 such that for all k > 1, we have

P.A ˆ ' Xk// exp. 4k/;

with the same dependency for 4 as for 3 and the same dependency for the implied
constant as in the previous case.

Remarks. i) If G is the subgroup of integral points of a special orthogonal group,
the fact that we emphasize e.g. in Theorem 1) the case where the quadratic structure
is hyperbolic i.e., the signature of the corresponding form is n; n/) comes from
the first condition of Proposition 5. Indeed, in the hyperbolic case, that condition is
always fulfilled as we will see in Lemma 19). Another somewhat artificial) way to
ensure we can find in the general case a relation of odd length among the elements of
a generating set S could be to add the identity element to S. Doing so we would end

up with a “lazy” random walk for which we would have at each step a probability
pId > 0 to stay at the same point.

The same problem occurs in the case whereG D SL.2; ZOE1=P / and thisexplains
why this case is omitted in the statement of Theorem 1); indeed, while the periodicity
condition is always fulfilled for any generating system S of SL.n; ZOE1=P / if n > 3
as will be proved in Lemma 20 ii)), there are examples of such sets S for which

that property does not hold in the case n D 2 see [KoSieve, Section 7.4] for further
details).

ii) The fact that the Galois groups we investigate can be embedded in the Weyl
group of the underlying algebraic group at least in the split case) seems to be a quite
general fact it is proven by Kowalski for SL.n/ and Sp.2g/ in [KoSieve, Chapter 7]
and the case of the split form of) the exceptional group E8=Q is treated in [JKZ]).

iii) In the case of orthogonal groups, the ambiguity as for what the maximal
Galois group should be might appear as a bit unsatisfactory. That issue is addressed

in [J], Remark iv) following Lemma 4:6. The point here is that figuring what the

“right” maximal Galois group WNred or W C
Nred

is depends on the way the quadratic
form considered splits modulo ` where many values of ` are to be considered). That
feature is particularly tricky because a nonsplit quadratic form overQmight give rise
after reduction to asplitquadratic form over F` for every odd prime ` see Remark iv)
following Lemma 4.6 in [J] for an example).

Before getting into the details of the proof, let us give a few more remarks on part
ii) of the statement. First, for a fixed first order formula ', the set

:'.F`/ \ Y`

recall that Y` D ` /Gg
` in the above statement is in fact the sieving set ‚` with

index `, in the notation of 2) and of the appendix. Next, to deduce the second part
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of Theorem 1 from ii) of Theorem 18, we choose for ' the formula

'.x/ W _16i;j6N
9y;y

2
D xi;j :

Thus, assuming Theorem 18, proving the second part of Theorem 1 is equivalent
once shown that the hypothesesof Proposition7are satisfied for thegroups we study)

to the fact that 6) holds for that choice of '.
Finally, let us give examples of situations i.e., choices of ') for which 6)

holds/does not hold: consider for instance the case where '.F`/ is the set of F`-
rational points of a subvariety V=F` with codimension > 1 in G. Then 6) clearly
holds since jV.F`/j is trivially bounded by C`dim V where C is an absolute constant.

In the opposite direction, if we investigate the probability with which the trace of
a matrix in Gg is sum of two squares, we quickly see that our method does not
yield any quantitative information at all: indeed, if ` is an odd prime number, any
element inF` is thesum of two squares a quite classical application of thepigeonhole
principle) so that 6) is false for the choice

'..xi;j// W 9a; 9b;

N

X
iD1

xi;i D a2
C b2 :

The remainingsections are devoted to theproof ofTheorem 1and its generalization
Theorem 18. In order to handle the case of orthogonal groups, we first review some
useful facts concerning certain quadratic modules over Z.

3.1. Quadratic modules over Z. Let n;m be integers such that nCm > 4 and let

M; Q/ be a quadratic module over Z with signature n; m/. The notion of spinor
group we reviewed at the beginning of Section 2 can be extended to the case of
quadratic modules see [HM, Section 7.2A]): in that more general case, we still have
a morphism

Spin.M/ O.M/;
the image of which is denoted M/ and the kernel of which is 1 see [HM,
Theorem 7.2.21]). In other words, these groups fit the exact sequence

1 f 1g Spin.M/ M/ 1; 7)

where M/ can once more be seen as the simultaneous kernel in O.M/ of the
determinant and the spinor norm as defined in [HM, p 419]). In the arithmetic
context we are interested in we will respectively denoteby O.n;m/.Z/, SO.n;m/.Z/
and n;m/.Z/ for O.M/, SO.M/ and M/. Moreover, it will be convenient
sometimes to see the first two of these groups as the groups of integral points of the
algebraic groups O.n;m/=Q and SO.n; m/=Q respectively. The properties we need
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n; m/.Z/ to verify, in order to apply Propositions 6 and 7 are contained in the
following lemma

Lemma 19. i) For integers n; m such that n C m > 4, we have

1) If d > 1 is a squarefree integer whose only prime factors are outside a fixed
finite set then the reduction modulo d

W n; m/.Z/ n; m/.Z=dZ/ is
onto.

2) Property / holds for n; m/.Z/ with respect to the family of its congruence
subgroups ker. d W n; m/.Z/ n;m/.Z=dZ// d>1

ii) If in addition the quadratic module considered is hyperbolic in the sense of
the introduction, in particular n D m), and if n > 3, we have

1) n; n/.Z/ is finitely generated.

2) For every symmetric generating system S of n;n/.Z/ there exits a relation
of odd length c inside S:

s1 : : : sc D 1; si 2 S:

Proof. For ii) we use the useful elements of the automorphism group of O.n; n/.Z/
called Eichler transformations see [HM, 5.2.9]). As the ambiant quadratic module

M; Q/ we consider here ishyperbolic, we knowfromTheorem 9:2:14 of loc. cit. that

these transformations span the subgroup n; n/.Z/. This proves ii) 1). Moreover
the same result asserts that the unitary elementary transformations Ei;j .1/, where

i 6D j run over a finite set of indices, span the group n; n/.Z/ and satisfy the
commutator relation

OEEi;j .1/ W Ek;l .1/ D Ei;l .1/;

if i; j; k;l are distinct and run over the same suitably chosen) set of indices see [HM,
Theorem 9.2.14]). Hence n; n/.Z/ equals its own derived group. Now to prove

ii) 2) let us assume, by contradiction, that there is no relation of odd length among
a fixed symmetric generating system S of n;n/.Z/ and let F.S/ denote the free
group generated by S. The morphism

F.S/ f 1g
s 7! 1;

induces a surjective morphism n;n/.Z/ f 1g. Thus a quotient of n; n/.Z/
is isomorphic to f 1g; this contradicts the fact that n; n/.Z/ is its own derived
group.

For i) 1) we first use strong approximation to justify the surjectivity of the
reduction

p W
Spin.n; m/.Z/ Spin.n; m/.Fp/;
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where p runs over the set of all prime numbers which do not lie in a fixed finite set
Indeed, using the fact that the group Spin.n;m/.R/ is not compact the algebraic
group Spin.n;n/ is said to be of non compact type), we can apply Borel’s Density
Theorem see [PR, Theorem 4.10]). Now Spin.n; m/.Z/ is a Zariski dense subgroup
of the simply connected algebraic group Spin.n; m/=Q, so strong approximation can

be applied; more precisely, thanks to [PR, Theorem 7.15], we deduce the surjectivity
of p provided p remains outside of a finite set of prime numbers.

Then, using 7), we can consider the diagram with exact rows

1 f 1g

p

Spin.n; m/.Z/

p

n; m/.Z/ 1

1 f 1g Spin.n;m/.Fp/ Spin.n;m/.Fp/=f 1g 1:

If p is a prime not lying in the two left vertical arrows of the above diagram
are onto as we have assumed to be working only with odd prime numbers). Then, if
we define the last vertical arrow in such a way that the diagram commutes, this map
must be onto as well. Moreover, it is easily seen that this last arrow also corresponds
to the usual reduction modulo p

n;m/.Z/ n; m/.Fp/:

Now, fora squarefree integer d without any prime factor in we invoke Goursat–
Ribet’s lemma as stated in [Chav, Proposition 5.1]). Indeed, for p 62 the group

n; m/.Fp/ has no non central proper normal subgroup and the group n; m/.Fp/
modulo its center is a simple group. So, for such a d, we have a surjective morphism

n;m/.Z/ n;m/.Z=dZ/:

Finally, for .3/, we can apply [HV, Theorem 8, p. 23], thanks to which we know
that, as nCm > 4, the group SO.n; m/.R/ has Kazhdan’s Property T). Combining
this with [HV, Corollary 5 to Theorem 4, p. 33] we deduce first that SO.n;m/.Z/
has Property T) and then that n; m/.Z/ also has Property T). The weaker Property

/for n;m/.Z/ withrespect to the family of its congruence subgroups follows
immediately.

Remark. In the above proof, we use the notation Spin.n; m/.Fp/ or n; m/.Fp/
just to keep track of the indefinite quadratic form over Q giving rise to the matrix
groups for which we then take the reduction modulo p.

3.2. Proof of the main theorem. Recall that we are working out the two following
cases.
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Either, for n C m > 6 and with notation as above, G D SO.n; m/.Z/, Gg D
n; m/.Z/, and D SO.n; m/.Z/= n;m/.Z/, in which case, these groups fit the

following commutative diagram with exact rows and surjective left vertical map

1 n; m/.Z/
p

SO.n; m/.Z/
p

1

1 n; m/.Fp/ SO.n; m/.Fp/ p 1,

provided p 62 see Lemma 19), and where p denotes the abelianization of
SO.n;m/.Fp/.

Or,forn> 2 andwith notation as in the introduction, wesetG DGL.n;ZOE1=P /
Gg D SL.n;ZOE1=P / D ZOE1=P in which case these groups fit the following
commutative diagram with exact rows

1 SL.n; ZOE1=P /
p

GL.n; ZOE1=P /
p

1

1 SL.n; Fp/ GL.n; Fp/ Fp 1,

provided p 62 P. The question of the surjectivity of the downward arrows p which
still denote reduction modulo p) is easily answered here. Indeed, it is straightforward

to check that GL.n;Z/ GL.n; Fp/ is surjective and the fact that its restriction

SL.n; Z/ SL.n; Fp/ is also surjective is well known see, for instance [Sh,

Lemma 1.38] where the surjectivity is proved in the more general case of the reduction

SL.n; Z/ SL.n; Z=dZ/ modulo any positive integer d). As we want to apply
Propositions 5, 6 and 7 to this case, we need the following analogue for the points of
Lemma 19

Lemma 20. i) For n > 2, we have the following properties:

1) SL.n; ZOE1=P / surjectsonto SL.n;Z=dZ/ for each squarefree d without prime
factors in P.

2) SL.n; ZOE1=P / has Property / with respect to the family of its congruence
subgroups

ker. d W SL.n; ZOE1=P / SL.n; Z=dZ// d ;

where d runs over the set of squarefree integers without prime factors in P.
ii) If we suppose n > 3 then, for every symmetric generating system S of

SL.n;ZOE1=P / there exists a relation of odd length c:

s1 : : : sc D 1; si 2 S:
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Proof. We have just discussed point i) 1) and i) 2) is proven in Lemma 4.
For ii), we note that, as the ring ZOE1=P is euclidian, the group SL.n; ZOE1=P / is

generated by the infinite) set of transvection matrices Ti;j a/ the sum of the identity
matrix and the matrix with all entriesequal tozero except for the one in position i; j/
which equals a), where a 2 ZOE1=P and 1 6 i 6D j 6 n. Such matrices satisfy the
commutator relation

OETi;j a1/; Tj;k.a2/ D Ti;k.a1a2/;

as soon as i j k are pairwise distinct such a choice is indeed possible since n > 3).
From that equality, we deduce that SL.n; ZOE1=P / equals its own commutator
subgroup. The end of the proof is then exactly the same as for the last point of Lemma 19.

We are now ready to prove Theorem 18. Thanks to Lemmas 19 and 20,
Propositions 6 and 7 hold with data corresponding to the two cases described above. To
prove the exponential decrease of the probabilities investigated as k grows, we need

to give a suitable lower bound for the constant

H D X`2L

`.‚`/
1 `.‚`/

;

where L is the set of primes in ƒ up to a fixed L > 1 and ƒ is a set of primes with
strictly positive Dirichlet density that we will make precise in due course.

Both for the conjugacy and the non-conjugacy coset sieve, we have

H > X`2L

j‚`j
jG

g
` j

:

We shall prove that

j‚`j
jG

g
` j

1; 8)

with an implied constant depending only on n and on the underlying algebraic
group G, for our different choices of sieving sets ‚` and groups Gg

` Such an
estimate will turn out to be sufficient to prove Theorem 18 and deduce Theorem 1).

First we note this inequality is quite obvious in the setting of ii) of Theorem 18
with the choice ƒ D ƒi the hypotheses are chosen purposely for that estimate to
be true). Indeed, in that case, we have ‚` D :'.F`/ \ Y`, so that, by assumption,
there exists a i > 0 such that

j‚`j
jG

g
` j

> i;
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for all ` 2 ƒi Then, looking back at 2) and using Proposition 7 as well as the Prime
Number Theorem, we can easily get ii). Indeed, we have

P F` ˆ ' ` Xk// for all ` 6 L .1 C L.17dC4/=4 exp. k//L 1 log L;
with an implied constant depending only on n and the density of ƒi as a subset of
the rational primes. Setting L D exp. 4 k

17dC4
/, we obtain ii) of Theorem 18.

Now as far as i) of Theorem 18 is concerned, the set ƒ we choose is, depending
on the type of group considered, either the set of primes which are not in see

Lemma 19) or the complement of P in a subset with finite complement as we will
see later) of all primenumbers see Lemma 20). The conjugacy coset sieve enables us

to study the reduced characteristic polynomial of Xk as k grows. For a fixed 2 G
we choose

` j det.T g/red 2 ‚Q `g; 9)‚` D fg 2 ` /Gg

where ‚Q ` is, for each `, a set of polynomials having imposed factorisation patterns.
Each ‚` will be a conjugacy invariant subset of Y`. Moreover, in the case where

G D SO.n;m/.Z/ and Gg D n; m/.Z/, the set ‚` can be seen as a subset of
O.n C m;F`/ consisting of matrices with fixed determinant equal to 1) and fixed
spinor norm.

Whereas the estimate 8) will be derived directly, for suitable families .‚`/ in the
case where G D GL.n; ZOE1=P / from [KoSieve, Appendix B], the analogue study
for G D SO.n; m/.Z/ requires a few additional computations based on the ideas

of [KoZeta, Lemmas 7:1 and 7:2]. The strategy of loc. cit. relies on the fact that
as soon as a few particular conjugacy classes of WNred or W C where we keep the

Nred
notation Nred D 2b.n C m/=2c) are detected in the Galois group of a polynomial
P 2 ZOET the Galois group of P is necessarily isomorphic to the whole group see

[J, Lemma 4.4 and Section 4.2]). It is well known that such conjugacy classes can
be detected through the study of the factorisation patterns of P mod `/ with ` taking
suitable prime values. As explained in [J, Lemma 4.4 and Section 4.2], it is enough
to consider four distinct families .‚`/, three of which are related via 9)) to a family
of sets of polynomials .‚Q `/ for simplicity we will denote in the sequel N D nCm
and Nred D 2b.n C m/=2c):

1) Let ‚Q .1/ be the set of polynomials f in` MNred;`

which are irreducible if N is odd or which are irreducible with a fixed value
modulo nonzero squares of F` in 1 and satisfy disc.f / D disc.Q/ if N is
even and O.Nred;F`/ D O.N;F`/ is nonsplit,

which factor as a product of two distinct monic irreducible polynomials of
degree Nred=2 if N D Nred is even, O.Nred; F`/ is split and ` 1 mod 4/,
which factor as a product of an irreducible monic quadratic polynomial and
an irreducible polynomial of degree Nred 2 if N D Nred is even, O.Nred; F`/
is split and ` 3 mod 4/.
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2) Unlike the way the other families of sieving sets are described, we define ‚.2/

directly i.e., we do not define first the set of characteristic polynomials that the

elements of each ‚.2/
` must have).

If N D Nred is even and SO.N; F`/ is a model for the split special orthogonal

group over F`, we define‚.2/
` as the set of matrices g 2 ` N; F`/ such that

det.1 Tg/ D det.1 Tg/red factors as a product of a quadratic irreducible
polynomial with an irreducible polynomial of degree 4 as well as pairwise
distinct irreducibles with odd degrees.

Otherwise i.e., N isodd orSO.Nred; F`/ isa model for the nonsplit orthogonal

group over F`), we define ‚.2/
` as the set of matrices g 2 ` N;F`/ such

that det.1 Tg/red factors as a product of an irreducible quadratic polynomial
with pairwise distinct irreducible polynomials of odd degrees.

3) Let‚Q
.3/
` be thesetof polynomialsf inMNred;` with a fixedvalue modulononzero

squares of F` in 1, which satisfy disc.f / D disc.Q/ and with associated
polynomial h such that f D xnh.x C x 1/) being separable with at least one

factor of prime degree> Nred=4.

4) Let‚Q
.4/
` be thesetof polynomialsf inMNred;` with a fixedvalue modulononzero

squares of F` in 1, which satisfy disc.f / D disc.Q/ and with associated
polynomial h being separable with one irreducible quadratic factor and no other
irreducible factor of even degree.

Lemma 21. For 1 6 i 6 4 we have, with the above notation,

j‚.i/` j
j N; F`/j

1;

with an implied constant depending only on N.

Proof. For .‚.1/
` /`, let us firstconsider the case whereN D Nred is even. It is enough

in the nonsplit case to combine Lemma 12 and Lemma 16. This yields

j‚.1/
` j

j N;F`/j
>

1

2N
1

2.1 C N/
`

1
1

` C 1

N.N 1/=2

;

from which we derive the estimate we want.
In the split case, the estimate we need is exactly the statement of the lemmas 6.5

and 6.6 of [KaL]. Indeed, we deduce directly from loc. cit. that

j‚.1/
` j

j N; F`/j
>

1
4N2

:
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Now if N is odd, we invoke another result of [KaL], namely Lemma 6.4, from
which we get

j‚.1/
` j

j N; F`/j
>

1

2N 2
;

for ` > max.7; N 1/=2/.
The estimate for‚.2/

` followsdirectly from [J, Lemma4.6] which is itself deduced
by combining several lemmas from [KaL, Section 6].

Finally, for .‚.3/
` /` and .‚.4/

` /`, it is straightforward toverify that the combination
of Lemma 13 and Lemma 16 yields the estimate of Lemma 21.

Next we turn to the case of the conjugacy coset sieve for SL.n; ZOE1=P / In that
case, we have, for each ` 62 P, Gg

` D SL.n;F`/ and the sieving sets we choose are

still given by 9) with this time, for any conjugacy class c 2 Sn whose elements have
a decomposition in disjoint cycles involving ni cycles of length i for 1 6 i 6 r,

‚Q `;c D ff 2 F`OET j f has factorisation type c and f .0/ D det. ` //g;

where we say that a monic separable polynomial f 2 F`OET of degree r > 1 has

factorisation type c 2 Sr if f factors as

f D f1 : : : fr ;

where fi is a product of ni distinct irreducible monic polynomials of degree i and

P ini D r.
In the case of the trivial left coset ` / D 1, the estimate we need is given by

Kowalski in [KoSieve,AppendixB, Lemmas B.2 and B.5]. For the case of the general
left coset, it is straightforward by performing the obvious change of variable sending

` / to 1) to verify that the same estimate holds, so that we get the following result:

Lemma 22. With the above notation, we have

j‚`;cj

jSL.n; F`/j
1;

as soon as ` > 16n2, with an implied constant depending only on n.

Note that, to perform our sieve, the above statement suggests we should remove
the primes smaller than 16n2 from ƒ but this does not affect the final result as the
Dirichlet density of ƒ remains unchanged.

Now we use the inequality

P.det.T Xk/red has small Galois group/ 6XP Gal.det.T Xk//\ ‚] D ; ;
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where ‚] is the conjugacy class of WNred resp. Sn) determined by the family ‚ D
.‚`/` and where the sum runs over the family .‚.i//16i64 resp. .‚c/ ] if

c2S
G Dn

SO.n;m/.Z/ and Nred D 2b.n C m/=2c resp. G D GL.n;ZOE1=P /
Looking back once more at 2) and applying both Proposition 6 and the Prime

Number Theorem, we obtain, for the two types of groups investigated

P.det.T Xk/red has small Galois group/ .1CL.3dC2/=2 exp. k//L 1 log L;

with an implied constant depending on n and the strictly positive) density of ƒ in
the set of all rational primes. If we set L D exp. 2k

3dC2
/, then choosing for 3 any

positive real number smaller than 2
3dC2

yields i) of Theorem 18.

3.3. Proof of Theorem 1. As a conclusion, we explain how to deduce Theorem 1
from Theorem 18. Notice first that the first part of Theorem 1 is a trivial consequence

of i) of Theorem 18. As explained in the previous subsection, the only thing we need

to prove to get the second inequality of Theorem 1 is that the first order formula

'.x/ W _16i;j6N
9y;y

2
D xi;j ;

yields sets ‚` D :'.F`/ \ Y` indexed by a set of primes ƒi to be determined)

` j
1 1.such that j‚`j jG

g

For both the case where G D SO.n; m/.Z/ and G D SL.n; ZOE1=P / the above
sets ‚` can be expressed in the following way

‚` D fg D gi;j / 2 `Gg
` j gi;j is not a quare inA=.`/ D F`g;

with notation as in Theorem 1 and where Gg

` denotes n; m/.F`/ or SL.n; F`/
depending on what is G. The element ` D ` / determines, in both cases, the left
coset of G` with respect to Gg

` which contains ‚`.
We first consider the case where G D SL.n; ZOE1=P / so Gg

` D SL.n; F`/

`

for ` 62 P). As a representative of the left coset of GL.n;F`/ consisting of the
matrices with fixed determinant say d`, we can choose the diagonal matrix ` given
by `;.1;1/ D d` and `;.i;i/ D 1 if i > 2. Using the Legendre character / to detect
squares, we want to evaluate

1

2jSL.n;F`/j X
g2 `SL.n;F`/

gi;j 6D0

1 C
gi;j
` :

Thus to obtain the inequality j‚` jjSL.n; F`/j
1 1, it is enough to prove

X
g2. `SL.n;F`//i;j

gi;j
` `d 1=2;
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where we denote `SL.n; F`//i;j the matrices of `SL.n; F`/ with a nonzero entry
in position i; j/, and where d equals n2 1, the dimension of the algebraic group
SL.n/.

Now, for each g 2 `SL.n; F`/, there exists h 2 SL.n;F`/ such that g D `h.
The i;j /-th entry of g is given by

gi;j DX
k

` ;.i;k/hk;j D `;.i;i/hi;j ;

since the matrix ` is diagonal. So it is enough to prove

`;.i;i/
` X

h2SL.n;F`/i;j

hi;j
` `d 1=2;

which can also be written in the following way:

X
h2SL.n;F`/i;j

hi;j
` `d 1=2:

This inequality is proved in [KoSieve, Appendix B, Proposition B.4]. Thus 6)
of Theorem 18 ii) holds if we choose for ƒi the complementary of P in the
rational primes, and we deduce the second part of Theorem 1 in the case where

G D GL.n;ZOE1=P /
Finally, in the case where G D SO.n; m/.Z/ i.e., Gg

` D n;m/.F`/), things
are slightly different as this time, the group n; m/.F`/ cannot be seen as the group
of F`-points of an algebraic group. In order to end up applying the same techniques
as above, we need to relate for fixed indices 1 6 i;j 6 n C m the cardinality of the
sieving set

‚` D fg 2 ` n; m/.F`/ j gi;j is a square in F`g;

to the cardinality of

‚SO
` D fg 2 SO.n; m/.F`/ j gi;j is a square in F`g:

To that purpose, we first make a special choice for the basis thanks to which we
identify the elements of SO.n; m/.F`/ with their matrix representation. Indeed the
surjectivity of the spinornorm see Section 2) onto f 1g enablesus tochoosea vector,
say e1, such that NSpin.re1/ D 1, where re1 denotes the reflection with respect to
the hyperplane He1 which is orthogonal to e1. We can consider the restriction of the
quadratic form Q to He1 This restriction is still non degenerate ([OM, p. 139]) and

we can choose the second vector e2 of the basis we are constructing in such a way

that the corresponding reflection rHe1
e2 of He1 has spinor norm 1 see [KaL, Proof of

Lemma 6:3]). Then we can complete the basis ofHe1 with vectors fe3; :: : ;enCmg in
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such a way that the matrix of rHe1
e2 written in the basis e2; : : :; enCm/ has diagonal

coefficients 1; 1; :: : ;1/ and zeros outside the diagonal. Finally we can extend

rHe1
e2 to the whole ambiant space by making it act trivially on e1. We get a reflection

re2 of the whole space. Now the product re1 re2 is an element of SO.n; m/.F`/ with

spinor norm 1 note that NSpin. He1
re2/ D NSpin.re2 /) and the matrixMe1;e2 of re1 re2

in the basis ei/i is the diagonal matrix with Me1;e2 i; i/ D 1 if i D 1; 2 and

Me1;e2 i; i/ D 1 otherwise. Now consider the involution

‚` ‚"̀
g 7! Me1;e2g

where " is any representative of the left coset of SO.n; m/.F`/ consisting of elements

with spinor norm 1 and

‚"̀ D fg 2 ." `/ n; m/.F`/ j gi;j is a square in F`g:

We have Me1e2g/i;j D gi;j if j D 1; 2 and Me1e2g/i;j D gi;j otherwise.
So, for primes ` 1 mod 4/, gi;j is a square in F` if and only if Me1e2g/i;j is a

square as well. For such primes we deduce that

j‚SO

` j D j‚`j C j‚"̀ j D 2j‚`j:
So

1

2j n;m/.F`/j X
g2 ` n;m/.F`/

gi;j 6D0

1 C
gi;j
`

D
1

4j n; m/.F`/j X
g2SO.n;m/.F`/

gi;j 6D0

1 C
gi;j
`

D
1

2jSO.n; m/.F`/j X
g2SO.n;m/.F`/

gi;j6D0

1 C
gi;j
` ;

as soon as we restrict ourselves to primes such that ` 1 mod 4/.
Todeduce from the last inequality thatj‚` jj n; m/.F`/j

1 1 with an implied
constant depending only on n and m), we use the exact same argument as in the
previous case where the finite group involved was SL.n; F`/). Indeed, we can now
see the sum investigated as a character sum over the F`-points of the geometrically
irreducible variety SO.n; m/=F`.

So we can choose ƒi D fprimes congruent to 1 modulo 4g which has Dirichlet
density 1=2) and then apply once more ii) of Theorem 18 to get the second part of
Theorem 1 in the case G D SO.n;m/.Z/.
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4. Appendix. Coset sieves

The purpose of this appendix is to explain the role that the large sieve plays in theproof
of Theorem 18. We give here the full statements withproofs of the different kinds of a

priori estimates we need to get the kind of explicit upper bounds of Theorem 18. The
results we expose here are very much in the spirit of [KoSieve] especially Section

3:3 of loc. cit.) and sometimes, we only recall some results of [KoSieve]. Moreover
in the last subsection, we give self-contained versions of these statements in order to
make it possible for the reader to follow the proof of Theorem 18 without having to
get too much involved in the details of the sieving machinery.

4.1. The general framework. Our general sieving context is that of the coset sieve.

Ageneral description of that sieve goes as follows: wesupposeweare given a discrete
group G with a normal subgroup Gg such that the quotient D G=Gg is abelian.
Moreover, we suppose that there exists a subset ƒ of the rational primes such that,
for any ` 2 ƒ, we have a surjective group homomorphism

` W G G`;

where G` is a finite group.
That is, of course, a very natural generalisation of the reduction modulo `

morphism from Z to Z=`Z. We emphasize here the fact that the above data is really all
we need to set the sieve for cosets that we apply and this is really the strong idea

underlying [KoSieve, Chapter 3.3]). All the framework we build from there, comes

from “natural” deductions. First, we denote

Gg
` D ` Gg/

for ` 2 ƒ. That subgroup is normal in G` because Gg is a normal subgroup of
G and, since for every ` 2 ƒ, the morphism ` is onto. Now, all these groups fit
the following commutative diagram with exact rows such a diagram can already
be found, in a geometric context, in [Chav, Theorem 4.1], and is extensively used

in [KoZeta]):

1 Gg

`

G

`

D G=Gg

pr`

1

1 Gg
` G`

d
` D G`=G

g

` 1

10)

where the surjective morphismpr` is defined insuchaway that thediagramcommutes.
In both rows, the quotient map is denoted d, in order to avoid the introduction of an
additional notation.
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An important feature of that sieve setting, in viewof the proof of i) ofTheorem 18,
is that each left coset Gg of G being any fixed element of G) is conjugacy
invariant. This comes from the fact that the quotient D G=Gg is an abelian group.

We now fix an element 2 G, and, use, from now on, the upper index ] to denote
the set of conjugacy classes of the conjugacy invariant) set considered. The two
following sieve settings Y;ƒ; `W Y Y`// will be useful for our purpose: either

Y D Gg/], Y` D ` /Gg
` /] and ` also denotes the restriction which

remains surjective) Y Y`, for any ` 2 ƒ this will be referred to as the
conjugacy coset sieve); or

Y D Gg, Y` D /Gg
` and ` also denotes the surjective) restriction`

Y Y`, for any ` 2 ƒ this will be referred to as the non-conjugacy coset

sieve).

Aswedo in the introduction,weassumewearegiven a probability space.‰;†;P/.
The random walk Xk/ we are interested in see the introduction again), can be seen

as an application on ‰ with values in Y whatever choice we make for the set Y
among the two possibilities above). For each k, we end up with a triple .‰; Xk; P/.
Following Kowalski’s book [KoSieve], let us denote by L the prime sieve support)
the set of elements ` 2 ƒ that are smaller than a fixed integer L > 1. The large sieve

method we use here consists in giving, for any family‚ D .‚`/ of subsets of Y` the
sieving sets) indexed by ƒ, an upper bound for the probability

P.fx 2 ‰ j ` Xk.x// 62 ‚` for all ` 2 L g/:

For a matter of convenience, we will rewrite this probability in the standard way:

P. ` Xk/ 62 ‚` for all ` 2L /:
We need to make precise the meaning and the definition of the constants and

H appearing in the fundamental inequality 2 the constant is sometimes denoted

Xk;L / when we want to emphasize the dependency on the parameters). From
now on, we will assume we are given a probability density ` on ‚` for any ` 2 ƒ;
then the constant H can be taken to be equal to

H D X`2L

`.‚`/
1 `.‚`/ :

To define the large sieve constant Xk; L / we should first emphasize that the
central issue, in order to get a useful upper bound from 2), is to find a suitable basis

for the space L2.Y`; `/ which is the complex Hilbert space with associated inner
product defined for C-valued functions f and g on Y`):

hf Igi D X
y2Y`

` y/f y/g.y/:
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IfB` denotesan orthonormal basis of that spacecontaining the constant function 1
and if B` D B` n f1g, then, for any square integrable function W ‰ C, the large
sieve constant Xk; L / is defined as the smallest constant satisfying

X X`2L '2B`

Z
‰

!/'. ` Xk.!///dP.!/
2

6 Z
‰

j !/j2dP.!/;

which can also be written, denoting by E.X/ the expectation of a random variable X,

X`2L
X'2B`

E. ' ` Xk/// 2 6 E.j j
2/:

The proof of the inequality 2) as we state it can be found in [KoSieve, Proposition

2.3]. To find an upper bound for Xk;L / we use see [KoZeta, Section 5]
for an analogue given in a geometric context)

6 max
`2L ` X

`02L
X'2B

max'0

2B
`
jW.';'0/j; 11)

where the W.';'0/ are the “exponential sums” given by

W.';'0/ D E.'. `0.Xk//'0. ` Xk///: 12)

Obviously the usefulnessof 11) lies in the fact that it nowsuffices to give estimates

for the individual sumsW.';'0/ to deducean upper bound for the large sieve constant.
In our context where the sets Y` are left cosets in finite groups, it is natural to use the
irreducible characters of the finite groups G` in order to construct a suitable basisB`.
Moreover, that explains why it seems fair to call the W.';'0/ exponential sums.

4.2. Exhibiting orthonormal bases. In what follows, we give the description, for
each ` 2 ƒ, of the basis B` we need note that we need to handle both the conjugacy
coset sieve and the non-conjugacy coset sieve).

First, werecall the following lemmadue toKowalski seeLemma3.2 in [KoSieve])
in which a basis for L2.Y`; `/ is described in the case of a conjugacy coset sieve

we recall that in that case, Y` D ` /Gg /]) where the density ` is the uniform`
` j 1.density defined by ` y]/ D jy]jjG
g

Lemma 23. With the same notation as above, let

' W y] 2 G]̀
7! Tr. y ]//;

where ` 2 ƒ and is an irreducible representation of G`. Let L2.Y`; `/ denote
the Hilbert space of complex valued square integrable functions with respect to the
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scalar product

hf I gi D
1

jG
g

` j Xy]2Y`

` y]/f y]/g.y]/:

Then we have the following:

1) If and are irreducible representations of G`,

h' I' i D ´0 if
jG

g 6'` jG
g
`

or ' jY` D 0;

d B ` //j O
` j otherwise,

13)

where O` is the character group of ` and is an element of the group O ` D
f 2 O` j ' g.

2) Let B` be the family of functions

Y` C

y] 7! j O` j
1=2' y ]/;

where runs over the subset…` of a set…` of representatives for the irreducible
representations of G` with respect to the equivalence relation

if and only if
jG

g '` jG
g
`
;

and where 2 …` if and only if ' jY` 6D 0. Then the family B` is an orthonormal

basis for L2.Y`; ` /.

In the case of the non-conjugacy coset sieve, the irreducible representations of G`
cannot be used in such a direct way to construct B`, but in spite of that, they turn out
to be very useful once more.

Fix an ` 2 ƒ and a finite dimensional irreducible representation ` of G`. Let

B ` D e1
`; : : : ; edim `` /

denote an orthonormal basis of the representation space V ` of ` with respect to a

G`-invariant inner product on V `
denoted h I i ` note that, ` having finite image,

it is always possible to assume the existence of such a G`-invariant inner product).
Then for any two elements e and f of fe1

`
dim `

` g, consider the function; : :: ; e

' `;e;f W x 2 G` 7! pdim `h ` x/eI f i ` ;

called a matrix coefficient.
Then the family .' `;e;f / obtained by varying ` in …` where …` denotes a set

of representatives for the isomorphism classes of irreducible representations of G`)
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and e; f in a fixed basis B ` forms an orthonormal basis for L2.G`; `/ of square

integrable complex valued functions on G` with respect to the inner product

hf Igi D
1

jG` j X
x2G`

f x/g.x/;

corresponding to the uniform density ` defined for y 2 G` by ` y/ D jG` j
1

see [Kn, Section I.5] for a proof).
From that result we can derive, in the non-conjugacy sieve setting, a useful

orthonormal basis for L2.Y`; ` /, where we recall that Y` D ` /Gg
` and where, for

` j 1:y 2 Y`, ` y/ D jG
g

Lemma 24. With notation asabove, consider the inner product onL2.Y`; `/ defined
by

hf I gi D
1

jG
g
` j Xy2Y`

f y/g.y/;

Let ` and ` be irreducible representations of G` and e; f / resp. ."; / a
couple of elements of an orthonormal basis B resp. B of V resp. V` ` ` `
The functions ' ;e;f and ' ;"; are said to be equivalent in which case we will` `
note ' ;e;f ' ;"; if the entry e; f / of MatB g/ and the entry ."; / of` ` ``
MatB

` ` g/ coincide for all g 2 Gg
`

Then the following holds.

1) If ` and ` are irreducible representations of G`, and if we denote

O ' ` ;e;f
` D f 2 O` j ' `;e;f D ' ` ;e;f in L2 G`/g;

we have

h' `;e;f I ' ` ;"; iD

8ˆ̂̂̂̂
ˆ̂̂̂̂
<

ˆ̂̂̂̂
ˆ̂̂̂̂
:

0 if ' ` ;e;f 6 ' `;"; or if the entry

e; f / resp.."; // of MatB
` ` g/

resp. MatB
` ` g// is zero for all

g 2 Y`;

d. `//j O ' `;e;f
` j else, where ` D ` /; 2 O`;

and ' `;e;f ' ' `;"; :

2) Let B` be the family of functions

Y` C

x 7! j O ' ` ;e;f
` j

1=2/' ` ;e;f x/;
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where `; e; f / runs over the triples corresponding to a system of representatives

for the equivalence relation and where we assume that for every

triple ` ;e;f /, there exists an element g 2 Y` such that the entry e; f /
of MatB ` g/ is nonzero. Then B` is an orthonormal basis for L2.Y`; `/.`

Proof. .1/ We evaluate the scalar product

h' `;e;f I ' ` ;"; i D
1

jG
g
` j Xy2Y`

' ` ;e;f y/' `;"; y/

D
1

jG
g
` j X

y2G`
d.y/Dd. ` /

' ` ;e;f y/' ` ;"; y/

D
1

jG
g
` j

1

j O`j X
y2G`

X
2O`

`/ y/ ' ` ;e;f y/' ` ;"; y/;

where the last inequality is obtained using Frobenius reciprocity.
Obviously the right-hand side of the above equality vanishes as soon as ' ` ;e;f jY`or ' ` ;"; jY`

is identically zero which corresponds respectively to the vanishing of
the entry e; f / of MatB

` ` g/ or ."; / of MatB ` ` g/, for all g 2 Y`). However,

if that quantity does not vanish, we have, on the right-hand side,

X
2O`

d. ` //h' ` ;e;f I ' ` ;"; iG` :

Now, in L2.Y`; `/, we have the equality of functions ' ` ;e;f D ' ` ;e;f
Indeed any G`-invariant scalar product h I i ` on V ` ' V ` as vector spaces)

remainsG`-invariant ifG` acts via ` which is still an irreducible representation

of G`). We deduce

h' ` ;e;f I' `;"; i D X
2 O`

d. `//i.' ` ;e;f ;' ` ;"; /;

where i denotes Kronecker’s symbol.
The quantity i.' ` ;e;f ; ' ` ;"; / equals 1 if and only if ' ` ;e;f D ' `;"; in

L2.G`/. This condition is equivalent to the coincidence of the restrictions ' ` ;e;f jG
g
`

and ' `;"; jG
g
`

i.e., the equality between the entry e; f / of MatB ` ` g/ and the

entry ."; / of MatB ` ` g/, for all g 2 Gg
` In that case we deduce, using [KoSieve,

Lemma 3.2],

h' `;e;f I ' `;"; i D d. `//j O ' ` ;e;f
` j;

where is any of the characters of O` such that

' `;e;f ' ' `;"; :
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The assertion .2/ is straightforward using .1/ and the above arguments.

Remarks. i) In the course of the proof of Lemma 24, we have seen that the relation

' `;e;f ' ` ;"; is equivalent to the existence of a character 2 O` such that

' `;e;f D ' ` ;e;f D ' `;"; ;

in L2.G`/. Then we proved that the scalar product

h' `;e;f I ' `;"; i;
is equal to d. `//jf 2 O` j ' `;e;f D ' ` ;e;f in L2.G`/gj. Thus, if `
is an irreducible representation of G`, the group O `

` in the sense of Lemma 23,

' `;e;f
` for any choice of vectors e; f in an orthonormal basisis a subgroup of O

of the representation space V ` Indeed, if 2 O` we have an isomorphism of
G`-representations: ` ' ` hence,

.' ` ;e;f /.g/ D ' ` ;e;f g/ D h ` g/eI f i `
D h ` g/eIf i ` D ' `;e;f g/;

for every g 2 G`. Thatmeans that the equivalence relationof Lemma 23 is“stronger”
than the one described in Lemma 24 in the sense that the classes for the former
relation, which are contained in those for the latter, may form strict subsets in those
classes).

ii) Using the example of the dihedral group Dn, n even > 2, we see that the
equivalence relation defined in Lemma 24 can actually be non trivial, i.e., we can

exhibit two non isomorphic irreducible representations ; V / and ; V / of Dn
and two couples of vectors e; f / and ."; / respectively in V and V such that

' ;e;f g/ D ' ;"; g/, for all g 2 Gg, with a suitable choice of group Gg.
With notation as in [Ser, 5:3], let Gg D Cn, be the cyclic group of order n. It is

of index 2 in Dn and we have an exact sequence of finite groups:

1 Cn Dn Z=2Z 1:

We fix the trivial left coset representative D 1 with respect to the quotient

Dn=Cn). If h1 and h2 are two distinct integers such that h1 h2 mod n/, then
the representations h1 and h2 given in the canonical basis of C2 by

hi rk/ D
hik 0
0 hik ;

where, as in loc. cit., r is a generator for Cn, 0 6 k 6 n 1 and D exp.2i n/),
are irreducible of degree 2 and are not isomorphic. A straightforward computation
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shows that the canonical basis e; f / of C2 is in fact an orthonormal basis of the
representation space V hi i D 1; 2, with respect to the Dn-invariant inner product

h I i hi constructed from the canonical scalar product on C2 by averaging over Dn.
Then we have, for all g 2 Cn,

' h1;e;e g/ D ' h2 ;f;f g/;

since, for all 0 6 k 6 n 1, the equality h1k
D

h2k holds.
Via that example, we also see that there do exist functions ' ;e;f that vanish

identically on a whole left coset of G D Dn with respect to Gg D Cn. Indeed, we
have, for 0 6 k 6 n 1,

' h1;e;f rk/ D 0;

i.e., ' h1 ;e;f g/ D 0 for all g 2 Cn.

A common feature in the two lemmas above is that each individual sum W.';'0/

involves two a priori) distinct representations of two a priori distinct groups). In
order to estimate those sums, it will be convenient to rewrite them in such a way that
a single group representation appears for each of the W.';'0/. For that purpose, we
need to introduce additional notation: for ` and `0 two elements of ƒ, let G`;`0 be the
group

G`;`0 D ´G` G`0 if ` 6D `0;

G` otherwise:

Now, for resp. an irreducible representation of G` resp. G`0 we define the
representation of G`;`0 :

OE ; D ´ if ` 6D `0

otherwise;

where “ ” resp. “ ” denotes the external resp. inner) tensor product of representations.

With such notation we can give the statement of [KoSieve, Lemma 3.4] which
is useful in the proofs of Propositions 6 and 7:

Lemma 25. Let `, `0 in ƒ, resp. a non trivial irreducible representation of G`
resp. of G`0 The multiplicity of the trivial representation in the restriction of OE ; N

to Gg
`;`0 is equal to zero if .`; / 6D .`0; / and is equal to j O ` j if .`; / D .`0; /

If ` 6D `0, it is well known that thefamily OE ; /of representations ofG`;`0 with
resp. running over a system of representatives of irreducible representations of G`
resp. G`0 forms itself a system of representatives for the irreducible representations

of G`;`0
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The above notation and the sieving context we would like to work with suggest
us to combine the maps ` and `0 assuming ` and `0 are distinct elements of ƒ) in
a single map

`;`0
W G G`;`0;

g 7! ` g/; `0.g//;

which is nothing but the product map from G to G` G`0

Now we claim that the exponential sums 12) can be rewritten, according to the
sieve setting considered, in one of the following forms:

in the case of the conjugacy coset sieve, we have

W.' ; ' / D
1

qj O` jj O`0j
E.Tr.OE ; N `;`0.Xk//; 14)

with notation as in Lemma 23,

in the case of the non-conjugacy coset sieve, we have

W.' ;e;f ; ' ;"; / D s dim / dim /
j O ' ;e;f` jj O ' ;";

`0 j
E.hOE ; N `;`0.Xk//eQI fQiOE ; N /;

15)
with notation as in Lemma 24 and where eQ D e " fQ D f

Both facts are a direct application of [KoSieve, Lemma 2.11].

4.3. Self-contained statements. We finish this appendix by giving self-contained
statements i.e., using no new terminology) for Lemmas 23 and 24 in order to make

it possible for the reader to follow the whole proof of Theorem 1 without having to
get too much involved at least for a first reading of the paper) in the details of the
sieve. To begin with, we give the following self-contained version of Lemma 23 this
is [KoSieve, Proposition 3.7]):

Proposition 26. Let G be a group, Gg a normal subgroup of G with abelian quotient
; denote d W G the quotient map. Let ƒ be a subset of the rational primes

and let ` W G G`, for ` 2 ƒ, be a family of surjective homomorphisms onto
finite groups. Denote Gg

` D ` Gg/. Let 2 be fixed, Y D d 1. / G
and Y` D ` Y /. Let .‰;†; P/ be a probability space and X a random variable
with values in Y For any ` 2 ƒ let …` be a set of representatives of the set of
irreducible representations of G` modulo equality restricted to Gg

` containing the

constant function 1. Moreover, let …` D …` n f1g and O` be the set of characters
of ` D G`=Gg

` such that ' for a representation of G`.
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LetL be a finitesubset ofƒ. Then, for any conjugacy invariant subsets‚` Y`
for ` 2 L we have

P. ` X/ … ‚` for all ` 2 L / 6 H 1;

where is the smallest non-negative real number such that

X`2L
X
2…`

E. Tr ` X/// 2 6 E.j j
2/

for all square-integrable functions 2 L2.‰; P/, and

H D X`2L

j‚` j
jG

g
` j j‚`j

:

In addition, we have

6 max
`2L ` X`0

2L
X
2…

max
2…

`0

jW. ; /j; 16)

with

W. ; / D
1

qj O
` jj O `0j

E.Tr ` X//Tr `0.X///

D
1

qj O
` jj O `0j

E.TrOE ; N `;`0.X///;
17)

using the notation `;`0 for the product map ` `0
W G G` G`0 if ` 6D `0 and

` ;`0 D ` otherwise, and OE ; N D N for the internal or external, depending on
whether ` D `0 or not) tensor product of the representations and N

The analogue self-contained statement in the non-conjugacy coset sieve setting is
the following reformulation of Lemma 24:

Proposition 27. Let G; Gg; ƒ; `/; G`/; Gg
` //, .‰;†; P/ and ;Y; Y`/; X be as

in Proposition 26. Moreover, for each ` 2 ƒ and each finite dimensional irreducible
representation 2 Irr.G`/ the set of isomorphism classes of such irreducible
representations), let

; : : : ;edim /B D e1

be an orthonormalbasis of the space of with respect to aG`-invariant inner product

h I i For the set of triples f. ;e; f / j 2 Irr.G`/; e; f 2 B g, we denote by …`
a set of representatives for the following equivalence relation,

;e;f / ; "; / if h g/eI f i D h g/"I i for all g 2 Gg

` ;
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such that .1;e;e/ 2 …` where 1 denotes the trivial representation and e is a basis

for the 1-dimensional space attached to it) and such that there is no ;e;f / 2 …`
satisfying h g/eI f i D 0 for all g 2 Gg. Let …` D …` n f.1; e; e/g and let L
be a finite subset of ƒ. Then, for any subsets ‚` Y` for ` 2 L we have

P. ` X/ … ‚`; for ` 2 L / 6 H 1;

where is the smallest non-negative real number such that

X`2L
X

;e;f /2…`
pdim. / E. h ` X//eI f i/

2 6 E.j j
2/

for all square-integrable functions 2 L2.‰; P/, where

H D X`2L

j‚` j
jG`j j‚`j

:

Moreover we have

6 max
`2L

max
` X`0

2L
X;"; /2…

;e;f /2…
`0

jW.. ;e; f /; ; "; //j; 18)

where, with the same notations as in 17),

W.. ; e; f /; ; "; //

D s dim / dim /
j O

;e;f/
` jj O

;"; /
`0 j

E.h ` X//eIf i h
0` X//"I i /

D s dim / dim /
j O

;e;f/
` jj O

;"; /
`0 j

E.hOE ; N `;`0.X//.e "/I f /iOE ; N /

19)

with O
;e;f /

` denoting the set of characters of ` such that

h g/eI f i g/ D h g/eI f i :

Remark. In our description of coset sieves, we have restricted ourselves to sieve
supports containing only prime numbers. Nevertheless as suggested by the discussions
preceding and following Lemma 25, we could quite easily extend our sieve method
to a framework in which we would use squarefree integers and not only primes)
as a sieve support. As described in [KoSieve, Chapter 3], going from a prime sieve

support to a “squarefree” sieve support can be done naturally by extending a few of
the definitions we have given in this appendix by multiplicativity. Although using
that extended sieve support would surely yield better estimates in Theorem 1, we
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prefer working only with a prime sieve support, so that we avoid the use of additional
notation. However, for the proof of Proposition 7, it is convenient to use objects
defined by multiplicativity from two not more) primes in ƒ. So, for ` 6D `0 two such
primes, let

Y`;`0 D Y` Y`0 ;

on which we have the product density ` ;`0.y; y0/ D ` y/ `0.y0/, so that it makes
sense to speak about the space L2.Y`;`0; ` ;`0/. It is straightforward to check that if
B` resp. B`0 is anorthonormal basis of L2.Y`; `/ resp. of L2.Y`0; `0/), the family
of functions defined by y; y0/ 2 Y`;`0 7! '.y/'0.y0/, where ' 2 B` and '0 2 B`0

forms an orthonormal basis of L2.Y`;`0; ` ;`0 /. Note finally, that, to unify all the
possible cases, we can extend the above definitions to the case ` D `0 by defining

Y`;`0 D Y`, `;`0 D ` and B`;`0 D B`.
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